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Land conflicts are persistent obstacles in Indonesia’s quest for sustainable development and are unescapable risks for many Indonesians. The twin health and economic crises triggered by COVID-19, and the ongoing climate crisis, have only added to their worries. In 2020, more than 130,000 families were ensnared by land conflicts, an increase of almost 25 percent from 2019.

In Indonesia, land conflicts are closely related to poverty and inequality. Improving the lives and welfare of the Indonesian people without a coherent strategy to resolving land conflicts is a herculean challenge.

Land conflicts have remained a daunting obstacle to overcome because ownership, access, and control over land are deeply intertwined with many competing interests. Land remains vital for economic growth where agriculture and land-based sectors account for 17 percent of Indonesia’s economy. Exports are geared towards land-based industries. The oil palm industry, for example, generates 20 percent of national export earnings. On a microscale, land is crucial for individual livelihoods. Approximately 30 percent of adults in Indonesia work in the agriculture, forestry, and fisheries industry. For others, including the many indigenous nations who continue to struggle for territory, land is an inseparable part of their cultural identity. With the demand for land increasing in Indonesia, the tensions between different groups in society will continue to heighten.

Land conflicts create significant uncertainties in Indonesia’s land-use management, which also hamper the country’s ability to accelerate economic growth and social development. They interfere with effective land-use and spatial planning as well as more sustainable forest management, which are crucial for Indonesia’s strategy to reduce emissions and meet its nationally determined contribution.

The majority of existing research on land conflict resolution in Indonesia focuses on either the large-scale issues of land governance and policies or the mechanisms to resolve land conflicts at a case-by-case level. However, a critical research gap is on the institutions that carry out those policies and implement those mechanisms. Understanding how those institutions work is essential for delivering effective resolution of land conflicts.

This report is the first product in a series of research seeking the best design and arrangement of government and civil institutions to support effective and sustainable land conflict resolution in Indonesia. The study supports WRI Indonesia’s work to develop programs and proposals to improve how tenurial conflicts are resolved. It also aims to inform stakeholders about critical areas to develop institutions that can more effectively resolve land conflicts nationwide.

This study presents an extensive dive into the national institutional barriers that currently hamper Indonesia’s ability to efficiently resolve land conflicts. It explains how the land conflict resolution approach taken by authorities at the national level is often convoluted, having a long history of injustices and inequity. This report pieces together the various interconnected problems that institutions in Indonesia face through conversations with many stakeholders.

This report finds that a more comprehensive and coherent approach, with stronger coordination, accountability, and operational capacities, needs to be developed to address the lingering institutional obstacles that hamper land conflict resolution. To fulfill the 2030 Sustainable Development Goals and the 2024 Low Carbon Development Initiative’s promise of a sustainable future and welfare for all, Indonesia should act swiftly and boldly on land conflicts.

Dr. Nirarta Samadhi
Director
World Resources Institute Indonesia
EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Land conflicts continue to hamper Indonesia’s ability to manage natural resources sustainably and equitably. The country must strengthen current institutions to resolve and prevent land conflicts from spiraling out of control. This report identifies the institutional barriers the government must overcome to tackle the country's persistent land conflicts.
Based on an extensive investigation, this report applauds the Indonesian government’s current programs and initiatives to resolve land conflicts. Land conflicts threaten to slow down the country’s economic development and equitable management of natural resources.

However, more progress can be made, especially in overcoming institutional obstacles. This report identifies the institutional barriers the government will need to overcome to further address the country’s persistent land conflicts.

Among them, overly administrative, ad hoc, and reactive approaches have left the nation without a coherent strategy to address the underlying structural problems that continue to trap communities, corporations, and governments in land conflicts.

This is compounded by a complex and scattered set of uncoordinated institutions and further weakened by a lack of skilled workers, clear operational mechanisms, accurate data information systems, and funding.

Corruption and conflicts of interest are rampant throughout Indonesia’s land administration, which further intensifies the conflict between the powerful and the weak. The nation’s top leaders will need to show leadership and strong political will to break the gridlock and jump-start reform to improve land conflict resolution.

This report concludes that an innovative institutional model that addresses these institutional barriers needs to be devised to improve land conflict resolution.

Background

In Indonesia, few issues are more consequential and controversial than the question of who owns, accesses, and controls land. The nation’s economy relies heavily on industries that are land and natural resource intensive (World Bank 2014). Concessions granted to all industrial sectors, including logging, oil palm plantations, and mining corporations reportedly cover more than one-third of its landmass (Abood et al. 2015). However, as mines, oil palm plantations, and cities expand, communities already on the land are being pushed out and are fighting back. Roughly a third of Indonesia’s people depend on farming for their livelihoods (BPS 2020b). Unequal distribution of land in Indonesia has long provoked conflicts (Renner 2002). The precise number of land conflicts is unknown (VOA 2018). However, both the government and civil society organizations (CSOs) have reported significant figures (FoE et al. 2008; GoI 2015, 2017; KPA 2019). Indonesia’s growing population and ever-increasing demand for land will likely fuel more clashes in the future. Rising consumption, environmental degradation, volatile markets, and competition for scarce natural resources will heighten the risk of land conflicts (Andrews-Speed et al. 2012; Bernauer et al. 2012; Hartmann 2001; PRB 2001; Raleigh and Urdal 2007; Ray and Esteban 2017; Srinivas et al. 2015).

To prevent these problems from spiraling out of control, Indonesia will need to strengthen the institutions that currently allocate, regulate, and adjudicate land conflicts. Without better land governance, conflicts will stymie efforts to manage land and natural resources equitably and sustainably. Recognizing these risks, Indonesia’s government has rolled out many initiatives, including the One Map Policy (Kebijakan Satu Peta), the Social Forestry Program (Perhutanan Sosial), and the Agrarian Reform Program (Reforma Agraria). It has created ad hoc institutions to implement these initiatives and has enlisted a variety
of ministries and agencies with various and sometimes competing jurisdictions. However, land conflicts continue to hurt many. Thus, Indonesia requires stronger institutions to govern land justly and resolve conflicts peacefully.

This report explores the institutional barriers to land conflict resolution in Indonesia. It focuses on the government’s institutional structure and capacity at the national level, leaving aside the courts and regional or local governments. It provides information on the overview of land conflict in Indonesia, the distribution of authority within the national government in land conflict resolution, how it affects the resolution efforts, and other factors that hamper the efforts of national institutions to effectively resolve land conflicts.

This paper is based on an extensive literature review and qualitative research. The literature review focused on Indonesia’s land governance history. We conducted legal and regulatory analysis of Indonesia’s prevailing land governance and land conflict policies as well as interviews, focus group discussions, and stakeholder consultations with 47 experts and practitioners from the government, CSOs, research and academic institutions, and the private sector. Data was gathered between September 2018 and February 2019 using open-ended inquiries to unravel experiences, observations, and findings on institutional barriers to land conflict resolution (Table ES-1).

Land governance is the totality of policies, processes, and institutions that manage land, property, and natural resources, including decisions on access to land, land rights, land use, and land development (Enemark 2009). In particular, institutions are the tools and enablers that allow those policies and processes to be implemented (Dasandi et al. 2015; UN DESA 2016). Thus, they define how power is exercised, how decisions are made, and how these decisions are enforced, monitored, and evaluated (Forst 2014).

The history of Indonesian land governance is long, winding, and remains omnipresent to this day. It began with the Dutch dual land tenure system, which applied Western and customary tenurial arrangements concurrently. Postindependence, the Basic Agrarian Law, aimed at resolving the dualism, converted Western land titles to a national system, recognized customary rights, and established a land reform court. However, under the New Order regime (1966–98), this land reform program was dismantled and replaced by a patronage system that revolved around President Suharto and suppressed land reformers, many of whom were his opponents. Sectoral regulations were introduced, and rapid economic development ensued. Growing evidence indicates that these policies led to inequality (Colmey and Liebhold 1999; Pausacker 2018; Schreiber and Schneider 2017; Shenon 1998), the violent expulsion of local people (Sirait

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>RESOURCE PERSON BACKGROUND</th>
<th>FGD</th>
<th>INTERVIEW</th>
<th>MEETING</th>
<th>TOTAL</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Academician or expert</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CSO representative</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>9</td>
<td></td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Internal WRI Indonesia expert</td>
<td>13</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>National-level government official</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Private sector representative</td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subnational-level government official</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>47</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notes: CSO = civil society organization; FGD = focus group discussion; WRI = World Resources Institute. Source: WRI authors.
et al. 1999, as mentioned in Wrangham 2002), and allowed land developers to take control of vast estates (Rachman 2011).

The present land governance is an arrangement of decentralized local governments, a complex network of national ministries and agencies, and a patchwork of initiatives. The fall of the New Order regime (1998) led to a surge of agrarian protest, the resurgence of customary communities (Sopian 2015), and an unprepared transition of power from the national to local governments due to the “big bang” decentralization (Kuncoro 2002; Naylor et al. 2019). This unprepared transition has created more problems. The newly given licensing powers have been used by local governments as an easy way to increase their revenue (Arnold 2008; Earth Innovation Institute 2015; Gaveau et al. 2016; Nasution 2016) and by politicians to curry favors with their donors, who provide the needed support to compete in local elections, which have begun to be astronomically expensive (Akhir 2015; FoE et al. 2008; Gecko Project and Mongabay 2017a, 2017b, 2018a, 2018b, 2018c, 2018d, 2018e, 2019a, 2019b; Kiswanto 2017; Kurniawan 2016). Despite the decentralization, the national government still exercises much authority over land governance. However, the national government is not a single, unified, and coherent entity, instead consisting of several authorities with different laws, interests, and objectives.

The current administration, led by President Joko Widodo, has launched numerous initiatives to address land conflicts. However, progress has been underwhelming. Through the Agrarian Reform and Social Forestry Programs, the government aims to redistribute and provide millions of hectares of land to local communities and individuals. However, both programs have yet to meet their targets.

No land sector, region, or stakeholder in Indonesia seems to escape land conflicts. Since 2012, there have been hundreds of land conflict cases recorded annually (Figure ES-1). The Consortium for Agrarian Reform (Konsorsium Pembaruan Agraria), a leading Indonesian CSO focusing on agrarian reform, reports that conflicts occur in forests, on plantations, along coastal or maritime areas, in mining areas, around infrastructure sites, on property, around military facilities, and on farmland (KPA 2019). They occur on oil palm plantations and in conservation areas (GoI 2017a). Land conflicts occur across Kalimantan, Sumatra, and Java (GoI 2015; KPA 2019). They involve conflicts between communities and private corporations, communities and state-owned enterprises, communities and law enforcers, communities and permit holders, different communities, and the various government agencies (GoI 2015; KPA 2019).

---

**Figure ES-1 | The Number of Land Conflicts between 2009 and 2020**

The financial and human costs of land conflicts are astronomical and significant. They can cause a 29-fold increase in the operational costs of land-based projects (Munden Project 2012), raise annual operational costs by 88 percent, raise investment costs by 117 percent, incur indirect costs of US$9 million (Barreiro et al. 2016), and delay production worth $20 million per week for large-scale mining corporations (Davis and Franks 2014). For communities, land conflicts can result in 35 percent of previously free commodities no longer being free and water supplies being more restricted, forcing households to pay Rp 1.3 million per family per month to access water (Zakaria et al. 2019). Households are forced to work an additional 35 hours per month to make up for the lost income (Zakaria et al. 2019). Between 2014 and 2020, 1,693 people were arrested without due process, 1,275 were victims of harassment, 92 were shot, and 85 were killed (KPA 2015, 2016, 2017, 2018, 2019, 2020, 2021). Siscawati (2017) reports that land conflicts lead to low educational attainment for girls, the maintenance of underage marriage traditions, and increased human trafficking of women and girls.

Land conflicts in Indonesia are situated within the context of distrust towards broken-down institutions and mechanisms. Conflict can serve as a necessary part of social change and development (Coser 1957, 198; Ray and Esteban 2017). However, conflicts can become violent and destructive when institutions and mechanisms break down.

Key Findings

Our study found three levels of institutional barriers that significantly impact the operational effectiveness of attempts at resolving land conflicts (Table ES-2).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>LEVEL</th>
<th>INSTITUTIONAL BARRIER</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Strategies and institutional framework</td>
<td>- Utilization of administrative, reactive, and ad hoc approaches to land conflict resolution</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- A complex and scattered set of institutions are unable to coordinate to resolve conflicts effectively</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Operational framework</td>
<td>- Absence of operational guidelines that operationalize social justice in land conflict resolution and supports cross-institutional coordination</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Land and land conflict data and information systems that are inaccurate, not unified, and unofficial</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Lack of skilled and trained workers to comprehensively resolve land conflicts and lack of funding</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Land governance and political will</td>
<td>- Rampant corruption, conflict of interest, and weak law enforcement can trigger and worsen land conflicts and hamper their resolution</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Lack of strong political will and support from the nation's top leaders to push for institutional reform</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: WRI authors.
(Penyelesaian Penguasaan Tanah dalam Kawasan Hutan; PPTKH), and the Complete Systematic Registration of Land (Pendaftaran Tanah Sistematis Lengkap; PTSL) initiative has not gone as planned. Each program operates under its own corridor, with each agency employing its strategies and priorities. Overall, institutions heavily rely on an administrative approach that focuses on how land rights and licenses meet the requirements of the government’s certification or issuance system but fail to address underlying structural problems such as unequal ownership and resource distribution. Furthermore, the approach tends to be reactive and ad hoc, waiting for conflicts to be reported by disputants instead of detecting where the risk of land conflict is high. This lack of coherence between approaches has led to the neglect of the structural problems that underly these conflicts because the programs can only address a part of the conflict.

The institutional arrangements are complex and scattered. The distribution of authority to resolve land conflicts is scattered, piecemeal, and distributed among numerous institutions. The lack of clarity causes confusion among disputants, exacerbates tensions, and reduces trust (Gumilang 2016). The Ministry of Environment and Forestry (Kementerian Lingkungan Hidup dan Kehutanan; KLHK) and the Ministry of Agrarian and Spatial Planning/National Land Agency (Kementerian Agraria dan Tata Ruang/Badan Pertanahan Nasional; BPN) are authorized to handle complaints and claims regarding land rights or uses in the forest and nonforest areas, respectively. The KLHK also handles conflicts related to environmental services. Also, the Ministry of Agriculture (Kementerian Pertanian; Kementan) facilitates conflict resolution in plantation areas. The Coordinating Ministry for Political, Legal, and Security Affairs (Kementerian Koordinator Bidang Politik, Hukum, dan Keamanan; Kemenko Polhukam) and the Ministry of Home Affairs (Kementerian Dalam Negeri; Kemendagri) manage land conflicts that have evolved into social conflicts. The KLHK’s Directorate General of Social Forestry and Environment Partnership (Direktorat Jenderal Perhutanan Sosial dan Kemitraan Lingkungan; Ditjen PSKL) also handles conflicts relating to customary forests. In cases of open conflict, the National Armed Forces (Tentara Nasional Indonesia) and National Police (Kepolisian Negara Republik Indonesia) are involved. When conflicts could lead to social disintegration, Kemendagri and the Ministry of Defense (Kementerian Pertahanan; Kemenhan) become involved. The National Commission for Human Rights (Komisi Nasional Hak Asasi Manusia; Komnas HAM) mediates conflicts with human rights implications, and the Ombudsman is involved for instances of maladministration. Each of the initiatives mentioned previously also adds ad hoc institutions to an already complex and crowded institutional patchwork (see Table ES-3 for the complete picture).

In light of the lack of strategic coherence and complex and scattered institutional arrangement, poor coordination is also prevalent among relevant agencies. We found little incentive for coordination, even though it is required to resolve land conflicts. The task of interdepartmental collaboration is considered cumbersome and time-consuming. Even within institutions, directorates are divided, hampering land conflict resolution. In terms of regulations, the Management of Social Conflict Act No. 7 of 2012 only provides minimal circumstances (when violent social conflict is ongoing) for cross-institutional collaboration. The implementation of various programs and initiatives is siloed and lacks effective coordination.

The absence of operational guidelines that provide a clear procedure for coordinating and implementing social justice values hamper effective resolution. The initiatives are not equipped with an operational mechanism to guide ministries and agencies on exercising their authority or collaborating to resolve conflicts, including how to cover the site-level and national-level decision-making. The absence of guidelines also pertains to operationalizing social justice values, access to the national level, and addressing the asymmetry of power between various stakeholders where the community is often the weakest. Thus, administrative approaches often take precedence, which typically disadvantages communities due to the lack of formal recognition or administrative proof.

Furthermore, in terms of operational structures, land information and conflict data systems are lacking. Indonesia remains without a unified, complete land conflict data collection system. Attempts have been made by the One Map Policy and nongovernmental
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<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Agrarian Disputes and Conflicts</td>
<td>KLHK</td>
<td>BPN</td>
<td>Kemendek</td>
<td>Komnas HAM</td>
<td>KLHK</td>
<td>Kemendek</td>
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<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Overlapping Spatial Plans and/or Land Use Maps</td>
<td>KLHK</td>
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</tr>
<tr>
<td>Social Conflicts</td>
<td>KLHK</td>
<td>BPN</td>
<td>Kemendek</td>
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</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conflicts with Wide Scale Physical Violence</td>
<td>KLHK</td>
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<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maladministration by Authorities Related to Land Conflicts</td>
<td>KLHK</td>
<td>BPN</td>
<td>Kemendek</td>
<td>Komnas HAM</td>
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**Source:** WRI authors.
organizations. However, the One Map Policy has yet to include all land rights or licenses. It excludes plantation (including oil palm) licenses and potential claims by communities often off the official maps. This situation has led to land conflicts being poorly understood, even by policymakers. Various agencies hold onto their data sets rather than combining these various elements into a more unified and complete data set. They use different maps and refuse to acknowledge the maps of other agencies. Other research supports this finding. The World Bank (2018a) suggests that the lack of an integrated land database generates conflicting decisions, and Yuliawati (2017) suggests this contributes to the emergence and escalation of land conflicts. Lastly, data transparency is also a concern. The government continues to guard commercial land license data and maps from the public. The lack of transparency regarding land data causes disagreements among stakeholders, develops distrust, and hampers collaboration.

The government lacks the institutional capacity to deal with land conflicts. Units tasked with conflict resolution are often understaffed, poorly funded, and lack the necessary tools to conduct proper conflict assessments or aid in conflict resolution. The number of conflict cases and their complexities continue to strain these units. The situation is worse in the outer regions of Indonesia. Their technical guidelines are limited in scope, focus on the administrative tasks, and react to problems on the ground. Their performance evaluation system provides little incentive to innovate or to coordinate. There is a general sense of pessimism at the prospects of addressing land conflicts. The budget is small and spread across institutions, with no incentive to pool resources between agencies. Ad hoc teams have not effectively developed a holistic picture of land conflict necessary to address underlying structural problems, generate additional costs from their establishment, and do not transfer knowledge postdissolution. It is important to note that these inefficiencies will not go away merely through added funding.

Corruption and poor land governance hamper effective land conflict resolution. Previous studies have found that decisions regarding land use and management in Indonesia happen behind closed doors, and vote buying and the influence of money in politics remain widespread problems. (Gecko Project and Mongabay 2017a, 2018c, 2019b; Moeliono 2011). Overlapping and unclear land planning and regulations provide loopholes that incentivize corrupt practices. Regulatory capture by government officials influenced by economic and political elites is prevalent, often at the expense of vulnerable groups. Affected communities, who are often poor, find themselves ignored by corrupt officials who can react violently, creating a cycle of violence and marginalization (Susan 2015).
Conflicts of interest are apparent because the institutions tasked with resolving land conflicts are the same agencies that enacted the policies, land rights, and licenses that caused those conflicts in the first place. Our resource persons wondered whether those institutions could sufficiently resolve conflicts. At the same time, others shared that the institutions are under stress of being unfairly prosecuted for maladministration if their resolution interferes with powerful people. The lack of enforcement towards noncompliant license holders is also a significant problem that drives land conflicts and perpetuates injustice.

Land reform and conflict resolution will require political will. These problems have political dimensions, that the bureaucracy alone cannot address. Our resource persons testified that their performance relies on support from high-level leaders, including the ministers and the president. Strengthening policies and reforms will require strong political will and leadership (Burns 2007). Resolving land conflicts will require strong leadership to mobilize institutions and resources to tackle the root causes of land conflicts (Srinivas et al. 2015).

Conclusion and Recommendations for Further Research

Existing efforts at the national level have fallen far short of what is needed. They remain reactive, spread across various institutions, and have so far failed to address the underlying social and economic vulnerabilities that produce these conflicts. The complex and scattered arrangement of authorities, compounded by a lack of coherence, coordination, and collaboration, result in insufficient institutional capacity. Poor operational structures and a lack of data management systems further complicate this picture. Corruption, conflicts of interest, and the lack of robust and legitimate leadership and support will continue to hamper reform and progress.

This paper identifies various areas for further research to develop an effective institutional arrangement for land conflict resolution. Research is needed on how Indonesia can build the political will and support required to reform land governance, develop a coherent conflict resolution strategy, build coordination mechanisms, and integrate land conflict data management systems. Further investigation can also point to strategies for leveraging and consolidating resources and creating robust safeguards to mitigate conflicts of interest and corruption.
INTRODUCTION

Land conflicts are daunting problems that have persisted for decades in Indonesia, requiring considerable government efforts to resolve and prevent. This report assesses the institutional problems hampering the government’s efforts in resolving land conflicts. It is based on qualitative data gathered from 47 people, an extensive regulatory analysis of prevailing laws, and a literature review. The findings presented here will form the basis for research to develop an institutional approach that can effectively resolve land conflicts in Indonesia.
In Indonesia, vexing questions and controversies over how land is governed have far-reaching consequences. The country’s economic growth relies mainly on the cultivation and extraction of natural resources, with agriculture, forestry, and mining contributing approximately 25 percent of Indonesia’s gross domestic product (GDP) and 30 percent of the government’s budget revenues (World Bank 2014). Over one-third of the country is designated as an area of industrial concessions, which includes oil palm and mining (Abood et al. 2015). Unfortunately, according to Andrews-Speed et al. (2012), accelerating demands for natural resources, increasing market volatility, and resource scarcity will exacerbate the challenges and complexities of determining who uses land and natural resources. It is likely to heighten vulnerabilities, fuel grievances, and spark conflicts. Environmental degradation, population growth pressure, and rising consumption amplify these problems (Bernauer et al. 2012; Hartmann 2001; PRB 2001; Raleigh and Urdal 2007; Ray and Esteban 2017). Between 1960 and 2013, the total land under cultivation in Indonesia rose by about 2 percent annually, and urbanization has also created a stronger push for rapid land conversion (Srinivas et al. 2015).

Farmers, who make up a third of the labor force (BPS 2020b), already feel the squeeze where they control on average only 0.8 hectares (ha) of land, far below rates in neighboring Thailand (3.2 ha per farmer) and the Philippines (2 ha per farmer) (Zuhra 2017). With increasing demand and only a constant supply—and compounded by insecure tenure and an increasing demand for large-scale investment—smallholders will likely lose out. This situation means that land is a very contentious socioeconomic subject in Indonesia.

For decades, Indonesians have struggled to resolve a fundamental question: who owns, accesses, and controls land? This unresolved question has been with the nation since its inception in 1945 and continues to the present. Along with it comes a steady, unrelenting number of conflicts that no actor in Indonesia seems able to escape. The Consortium for Agrarian Reform (Konsorsium Pembaruan Agraria; KPA), a leading Indonesian civil society organization (CSO) focusing on agrarian reform, reports a steady increase in land conflicts from 2009 to 2017 (Figure 1). Although reported land conflicts have fallen, the number remains high. The Jakarta Post (2019) reports that in 2018, land...
conflicts involved approximately 807,000 ha of land and affected more than 87,658 households. The National Commission on Human Rights (Komisi Nasional Hak Asasi Manusia; Komnas HAM) records that the total area of land subject to conflicts is approximately 2.7 million ha, an area 35 times the size of New York City (Nugraha 2019). In 2008, Sawit Watch monitored 513 cases of conflict between communities and companies (FoE et al. 2008). Furthermore, the severity of the problem is highlighted because many of the reported land conflicts involved human rights violations (GoI 2019a). Moreover, these figures almost certainly understate the magnitude or seriousness of land conflicts in the country. As reported by the Voice of America (2018), many land conflict incidences in Indonesia go unreported, and the available data is scattered. Beyond any doubt, clashes over land are persistent and widespread.

**Research Objectives**

Unless dealt with, land conflicts will continue to hamper Indonesia’s ability to manage land and resources sustainably and equitably. Mitigating, dealing with, and resolving land conflicts is a daunting problem that needs a concerted government effort. Thus, this report focuses on the Indonesian government’s institutional structure and capacity to address land conflicts. It covers land governance, policies, administration, and institutions at the national level. The role of the subnational government, the courts, and in-court dispute settlement mechanisms are not addressed. Our research assesses and highlights

- the state of land conflict resolution in Indonesia;
- the distribution of authority among multiple institutions and how this affects the resolution of land conflicts; and
- other factors hamper the national government’s efforts to resolve land conflicts effectively.

This report, assessing existing institutional problems, will be the first in a series of research. A following paper will explore ways to build institutions capable of effectively resolving land conflicts in Indonesia by investigating the key elements of an effective institutional arrangement for land conflict resolution and proposing a model that will meet the needs and overcome the obstacles identified in this study. This work will also point to fruitful areas for further research.
Data and Methodology

Data was collected through an extensive literature review, studying prevailing laws and regulations, and conducting interviews. We examined peer-reviewed and gray publications in English and Indonesian related to land governance, land administration, land management, land conflicts, land conflict resolution, land corruption, and land rights. Publications available through internet search engines, the World Resources Institute (WRI) library, and those referenced by our resource persons were reviewed, though only those relevant to this paper’s issues and scope were cited. Broader but related theories, such as governance, corruption, human rights, indigenous communities, and information systems, were reviewed to support the analyses of land-specific topics. Laws and policies related to land and natural resources sectors were reviewed hierarchically, beginning with the 1945 Constitution down to ministerial-level regulations and any forms of national government policies. We conducted a mapping of regulations based on various institutions’ powers and authorities over land conflict resolution. Lastly, qualitative data was gathered from 47 unique resource persons, including experts, regulators, business actors, and CSO representatives. We conducted focus group discussions (FGDs), in-depth personal interviews, and meetings between September 2018 and February 2019 (Table 1). We conducted a rapid stakeholder mapping to identify the key stakeholders responsible for, knowledgeable about, or interested in land conflict resolution, including national government institutions, nongovernmental organizations (nonprofit and for profit), and leading experts. We began by interviewing officials from key national government institutions and holding discussions with prominent CSOs and experts. To minimize the risk of omitting relevant perspectives, we actively contacted additional stakeholders from diverse backgrounds. We looked for a balanced mix of backgrounds and perspectives on critical issues. We broadened our search by seeking additional stakeholders recommended during interviews and discussion events managed by WRI partners. All discussions were open-ended inquiries to unravel experiences, observations, and findings on existing institutional challenges and barriers to land conflict resolution. Due to the sensitive nature of this topic, the anonymity of all resource persons is maintained. The findings presented in this report are based on the qualitative analysis of the collected data.
Table 1  |  The Number of Resource Persons Based on Background and Resource Methods

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>RESOURCE PERSON BACKGROUND</th>
<th>FGD</th>
<th>INTERVIEW</th>
<th>MEETING</th>
<th>TOTAL</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Academician or expert</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CSO representative</td>
<td>6</td>
<td></td>
<td>9</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Internal WRI Indonesia expert</td>
<td>13</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>National-level government official</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Private sector representative</td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subnational-level government official</td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td>27</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>47</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Notes: CSO = civil society organization; FGD = focus group discussion; WRI = World Resources Institute. Source: WRI authors.*
UNDERSTANDING LAND CONFLICTS IN INDONESIA

This section strings together the land governance issues at the root of land conflicts in Indonesia starting from the colonial era to the present day. It demonstrates the iniquitousness of land conflicts as they touch every stakeholder, sector, and region in Indonesia. It describes the current state of land conflicts and highlights the astronomical damages land conflicts have inflicted on society's economic and social well-being.
Land Governance and Institutions in Indonesia

Like Enemark (2009), we define land governance as the totality of the policies, processes, and institutions by which land, property, and natural resources are managed. Land governance includes decisions on access to land, land rights, land use, and land development. Following this definition, land governance concerns both processes and outcomes and deals with how those decisions are made and how conflicts of interest might be resolved. Within such governance, institutions are the tools or enablers for implementing the policies and processes to achieve designated outcomes, including shared norms and values, laws, and regulations (Dasandi et al. 2015; UN DESA 2016). Institutions define how power is exercised, how decisions are made, and how these decisions are enforced, monitored, and evaluated (Forst 2014).

Postindependence Attempts to Overcome the Colonial Dual System of Land Tenure

In Indonesia, land governance is shaped by sociopolitical and economic structures, cemented through policies and institutions, that can be traced back to the Dutch colonial system. During the Dutch colonial period (the 1600s–1940s), a dual system of land tenure in Indonesia applied both Western tenurial arrangements (introduced by the Dutch) and older, customary (adat) tenurial arrangements concurrently. Adat arrangements developed under a community’s long-term practices reflect cultural or religious beliefs and values and usually embrace collective ownership.

Postindependence, the 1945 Constitution stated that natural resources, including land, are ruled, managed, and controlled by the Government of Indonesia, meaning for its people’s welfare. This principle was then followed by the Basic Agrarian Law (Law No. 5 of 1960; BAL), which aimed to resolve the problems created by this dualism. BAL was intended to be an overarching law governing all agrarian matters in Indonesia. Under BAL, all Western land titles would be converted into a new national system. The adat rights would be recognized as long as they did not conflict with the national interest. At least during its inception, this law recognized the social function of land and natural resources, including the importance of equity. The government at that time, under President Sukarno, promoted a narrative based around equality that put the people first (Sopian 2014).

To showcase this commitment, the government even established a land reform court in 1964 to adjudicate civil, private, and administrative cases related to implementing this land reform.

President Suharto Reverses Land Reform Progress

In 1966, the New Order regime of President Suharto began and was not too kind to land reformers. Studies show that Suharto suppressed his political opponents, many of whom were advocates of land reform, hunted them down, and killed large numbers to solidify the regime’s rise to power (Adam 2015; McGregor 2009; Pelzer 1982). Maxton-Lee (2020) reports that the New Order regime used land to cement a patronage system revolving around Suharto, creating incentives for economic and political elites to remain loyal and maintain the status quo. Whereas the powerful had access to Suharto’s patronage, peasants and farmers found their hold on land slipping away. As Sopian (2014) has explained, this patronage system gave the regime the upper hand when it felt the need to exercise or showcase its power and appropriate and parcel out land.

Despite seeking to fundamentally contradict BAL’s equity and integration principles, the New Order regime decided to keep BAL. The weakly defined state land and national interest concepts in BAL were stretched and repurposed to legitimize state policies, such as land appropriation. Research shows that in the
absence of limitations on land redistribution and ownership, the regime used BAL to accelerate and cement inequality in landownership (Colmey and Liebhold 1999; Pausacker 2018; Schreiber and Schneider 2017; Shenon 1998). This insecure land tenure situation made peasants and farmers increasingly vulnerable to exploitation and eviction. According to Sirait et al. (1999), as mentioned in Wrangham (2002), the New Order regime frequently sought to remove local people from state land, often using violence.

The New Order regime then created new laws and bureaucratic structures that undermined the idea of having an integrated agrarian law. In 1967, the New Order regime established the Basic Forestry Law (Law No. 5 of 1967) and the Basic Mining Law (Law No. 11 of 1967). The Basic Forestry Law demarcated a new area of land governance: the forest area. As a result, Indonesia’s land titling system has mainly been divided into forest and nonforest areas, with each being administered by a different authority. Forest areas are designated as permanent forests, whereas nonforest areas are designated for nonforestry development. Meanwhile, in parallel to this, the Basic Mining Law created a land management system for mining. Land governance thus became more complex. The sectoral regulations then proceeded to further violate BAL’s original aim of a more integrated approach to land management (Lucas and Warren 2013, 8–9). Lastly, in 1970, the regime abolished the land reform court, declaring that its nationalist, religious, and communist approaches were not compatible with the New Order regime’s policy direction.³

Suharto Repurposes Land for Economic Development

The regime’s approach to tenure depended on whatever served its interests. During the 1970s, when the focus shifted from consolidating power to economic development, secure tenure was deemed necessary to spur business and investment (Srinivas et al. 2014). Rapid economic development and self-sufficiency were the regime’s main narratives (Lucas and Warren 2013, 5). In 1988, the government established the National Land Agency (Badan Pertanahan Nasional; BPN) as a centralized land administration body. According to Rachman (2012) and Schreiber and Schneider (2017), the BPN was created to solve problems related to land in ways that would foster economic development. Rachman (2011) reports that from 1969 to 1982, 1.5 million ha were released for development projects and further accelerated in 1993–98, with 9.6 million ha of land being released to land developers for the purposes of industrial parks, housing, agriculture, and others.

Further, the government promoted a transmigration program that effectively led poor people to leave their ancestral lands. It was ostensibly aimed at reducing the population density in Java and boosting agricultural productivity. Instead, it created more problems, such as conflicts between migrants and local communities, who competed for land and resources, and between migrants and the land-related authorities, who often failed to provide the migrants with sufficient land for cultivation (Bachradi and Wiradi 2014). The ramifications of this migration are still evident today.
An Unprepared Transition to Decentralization Fractures Authorities

The fall of the New Order regime in 1998 unleashed a surge of agrarian protests and the resurgence of adat communities (Sopian 2015). The national government enacted a decentralization process in 1999 to respond to the demand to bring government “closer” to the people, increase cohesion, and bolster citizen participation (Kuncoro 2002). This period has often been characterized as the “big bang” of decentralization. Authorities and functions were abruptly transferred from the national level to the local level. This devolution and concentration of power at the local level required proper transition mechanisms and sufficient systemic institutional capacity, including robust coordination mechanisms among local institutions and the national government. However, given the “big bang” nature of this decentralization, these systems and capacities were not put in place. This process was marked by power struggles between the various government tiers, including those with authority over land management.

Some powers related to land governance, such as spatial planning and the licensing of businesses (including mining and plantations), were delegated to local governments. However, although local governments can now legally issue many types of licenses, primary authority over land titling (ownership) is still vested in the national government. It holds this power in both forest and nonforest areas. The KLHK has full authority over forest areas, including the power to design, delineate, issue licenses, and enforce the law. The BPN has the authority to administer land rights over nonforest areas. This authority includes certifying land rights and control over nonforest areas. Mining zones and the national spatial plan also fall under the authority of the ministry. These zones and plans serve as the legal reference point for provincial and district governments in designating spatial plans and mining zones. These designated spatial plans and mining zones serve as the legal reference to certify land titles and issue licenses.

Furthermore, control over policymaking is further divided between national and local authorities. Local governments exercising their authority must follow land management policies that align with national policies. In contrast, local governments can only provide input to be considered in policymaking and implementation. The national government also has the authority to supervise and monitor how local governments manage land. Therefore, despite decentralization, the national government still holds significant power over land governance (see Table 2).

What may seem like a workable system on paper is challenging to implement in practice. It is not clear how each local and national institution is supposed to execute its authority jointly with others or use the regulations it enforces to address deep, systemic, and unresolved socioeconomic problems. This arrangement leads to disjointed and corrupt land governance that is neither transparent nor fair.

Local Governments Spur a Scramble for Land

Compounding their troubles, local governments attempting to manage land have been starved for cash. Decentralization devolved responsibilities but not the capacity to generate revenue. Research by Nasution (2016) found that although local governments have been given more resources to exercise their increased authority, their freedom to collect money, including through taxes, remains limited, as does their power to borrow. According to Arnold (2008), this scant revenue-generating power has induced many local governments to issue plantation permits, mainly for oil palm, because it is the best or only way to collect money. The promise of this additional income from oil palm plantations has encouraged newly empowered mayors to exercise their power to issue licenses. Giving out licenses to mine, cut timber, and cultivate oil palms became a quick way for a local government to cash in on its new power. With very little oversight, a mayor could issue licenses for 1,000 ha at a time to anyone. Research finds that they often do this, ignoring the communities’ rights and demands. This situation has produced a patchwork of overlapping permits and land rights, especially between local communities, which often lack administrative land titles, and newcomers who have paid for licenses (Earth Innovation Institute 2015; Gaveau et al. 2016).
Furthermore, the Indonesia for Sale investigative series by the Gecko Project and Mongabay (2017a, 2017b, 2018a, 2018b, 2018c, 2018d, 2018e, 2019a, 2019b) found that a complex system of political dealings and corruption has resulted in community land being transferred to corporations, often without fair compensation and with police and military forces suppressing resistance. As Kiswanto (2017) has suggested, another unintended consequence of Indonesia’s decentralization has been the rise in corruption. Permit issuance has been influenced by vote buying and bribery. Under decentralization, local leaders, including governors and mayors, are elected through the direct local election. The cost of standing in an election in Indonesia has become astronomical, and only those with the wealthiest backers can hope to prevail (Akhir 2015; Gecko Project and Mongabay 2018a, 2018c). One way to finance a campaign is to
promise policy favors, including licenses, to backers. Many local officeholders stand accused of widespread corruption in doling out licenses (Kurniawan 2016; Gecko Project and Mongabay 2019b) that, in many cases, led to environmental damage and conflicts (Gecko Project and Mongabay, 2018c).

This unstable and poorly built decentralization was no match for the oil palm boom that followed (Naylor et al. 2019) and the land conflicts it unleashed (KPA 2019). This situation allowed oil palm plantations to engulf an additional 1.3 million ha of land between 2006 and 2008 (FoE et al. 2008). By 2019, these plantations had swallowed up 14.6 million ha—an area larger than the entire state of New York (BPS 2020a; Figure 2). Komnas HAM (Gol 2017a) further reports this sharp and steady increase in the land area being licensed to oil palm plantations are inciting conflicts across the country.

Modest Steps Are Under Way, but Much More Work Remains

Since his election in 2014, President Joko Widodo has sought to promote land equity and better land governance by prioritizing land reform (Kurniawan 2014). This mission began by implementing the Agrarian Reform and Social Forestry Programs in the National Mid-Term Development Plan 2015–2019 (GoI 2014), and it continues to this day. As part of this plan, the Agrarian Reform Program aims to distribute 9 million ha of land to peasants. In comparison, the Social Forestry Program aims to provide 12.7 million ha of land for community-based forest management. The Agrarian Reform program provides guidelines and rules for restructuring landownership and land use in nonforest areas. It aims to promote equal land distribution for all people, primarily focusing on vulnerable populations. To support this, Presidential Instruction No. 2 of 2018 provides direction for the Complete Systematic Registration of Land (Pendaftaran Tanah Sistematis Lengkap; PTSL) initiative across Indonesia. Starting in 2018, the initiative began accelerating land registration in nonforest areas. The Social Forestry Program is intended to offer an opportunity for conflict resolution in forest areas. It allows community-based forest management in forest areas under a licensing system that recognizes customary rights. The president also issued Presidential Regulation No. 88 of 2017 on the Land Tenure Settlement in the Forest Areas. This law covers options for conflict resolution settlements in forest areas, including those under the Social Forestry Program. Together, these two schemes are designed to oversee land reform, both in the forest and nonforest areas. The president’s One Map Policy targets another critical challenge: the lack of coherent, accurate maps (Regulation No. 9 of 2016). The One Map Policy aims to deliver one integrated and standardized geospatial database that should settle most land-use map overlaps. These new policies and regulations are indeed

![Figure 2: The Total Oil Palm Plantation Area from 2015 to 2019](source: BPS 2020a)
a promising tool for resolving land conflicts in Indonesia. They seek to confront the inequality in land distribution that has been the root cause of conflict.

However, neither the Agrarian Reform nor the Social Forestry Program has come close to meeting the government’s targets. Pattiro (2019) reports that the Social Forestry Program has distributed social forestry licenses and confirmed customary forest rights for only around 2 million ha out of the 12.7 million ha it targeted—in other words, only 20 percent of what it set out to achieve by the midterm period in April 2019. Similarly, the Agrarian Reform Program accomplished less than half (45 percent) of what it planned to, addressing land distribution in only around 4 million ha out of 9 million ha targeted, based on the BPN’s own 2019 figures (GoI 2020a). And even then, activists note that the majority of the distributed land is not in conflict areas and is only on paper, having not yet been directly distributed to communities on the ground (Thea 2020).

The State of Land Conflict in Indonesia

Exclusionary Delineation of Areas Is a Structural Problem for Land Conflicts

Contrary to popular belief, conflict can spur needed social change and development (Coser 1957, 198; Ray and Esteban 2017). However, it becomes problematic when institutions and mechanisms break down, and under such a scenario, conflict often turns violent. In land conflicts, violence is often linked to political exclusion, social discrimination, and/or economic marginalization. It erupts when peaceful action is no longer considered a viable means of achieving change (UN Framework Team 2012). In other words, conflict is more likely to manifest as violence when individuals or groups lose trust in the ability of government structures and institutions to manage clashing interests and goals.

Unfortunately, land governance in Indonesia is mired in just such a state of affairs. Land conflicts emerge from land governance problems deeply rooted in Indonesia’s history, mainly with episodes of local communities and smallholders being excluded (IPAC 2013; Lucas and Warren 2013, 11). Land can contribute to triggering, escalating, and sustaining conflict (UN Framework Team 2012), but it is rarely the sole cause (Matthew et al. 2009). Sopian (2014) argues that land conflicts are linked to structural problems, economic inequality, political marginalization, and competition over cultural values.

In particular, conflicting claims and conflicts often stem from unclear, overlapping maps and boundaries. Poor delineation of forest areas, compounded by a lack of spatial planning, has resulted in the conflicting spatial maps used by different agencies (GoI 2017b). One map may indicate that a parcel of land is set aside for one use, but a different map may designate that same land for a different use. Thus, differing maps may recognize various claims or licenses over a single area.
In the forest sector, the 1967 Basic Forestry Law gave the Department of Forestry (currently the KLHK) authority over 140 million ha of forest, covering around 70 percent of Indonesia’s land (Campbell 2002; Contreras-Hermosilla and Fay 2005; Fay and Sirait 2002; Michon 2005; Safitri et al. 2015). However, these forest areas were only designated on paper. Many studies found that the government declared large swaths of land to be state forest areas; however, it did not adequately demarcate the boundaries, and people were already living in these areas under customary arrangements (Affandi 2017; Afiff and Lowe 2007; Rachman 2011; Srinivas et al. 2014). Fay and Sirait (2002) explain that no proper delineation process was conducted, and existing land claims were not settled. This situation left forest areas conflicted by overlapping claims, differing designations, claims of customary rights, and both forest and nonforest uses. According to Tjondronegoro (2006), poorly delineated adat land and forest areas have exacerbated exclusion and the risk of conflict. Fay and Sirait (2002) further argue that though the 1999 Forestry Law was an improvement from the 1967 law, people living in the forest areas still opposed some of the designated areas. Designated forest areas are strictly used for forestry activities, and these activities required licenses.

Similarly, in the plantation sector, IRIN News (2010) reports that the oil palm boom has unleashed a torrent of overlapping claims—with oil palm permits encroaching on communities’ land rights. Without a proper resolution, these overlaps can develop into conflicts. The legacy of the government’s long-term transmigration program has also sparked conflicts between indigenous people and migrants (IPAC 2013). Transmigration sites claimed as state land by the government were already occupied and claimed by indigenous people (Bachriadi and Wiradi 2014).

According to Moeliono (2011), this situation is especially problematic because the local government has the power over local spatial planning and seeks land for development but has little power in the forest area. A local government may designate a parcel of land for a different use than what is set aside by the national ministry. The discrepancies between maps and designations of forest and nonforest areas can lead to local governments issuing mining and plantation licenses in forest areas that are considered to be off-limits by the national government. Thus, these conflicting claims and policies on paper among government agencies can lead to land conflicts on the ground.
A Problem Almost No Stakeholder, Sector, or Region Can Escape

Understanding the nature of the parties involved could help clarify and address the regulations, asymmetries of power, and tendencies towards violence.

Stakeholders

The KLHK catalogs many types of land conflicts: between society and government, between communities and corporations, between communities and permit holders, and between government branches (GoI 2015). The KPA lists conflicts between citizens and private corporations (constituting 60 percent of all reported cases), between citizens and state-owned enterprises, between citizens and law enforcers, between citizens and the government and other groups, and among citizens (KPA 2019).

Sectors

Figure 3 lists the economic sectors affected by land conflicts. The KPA reports that these conflicts occur in forests, on plantations, along coastal or maritime areas, in mining areas, around infrastructure sites, on property, around military facilities, and on farmland (KPA 2020). However, forests and plantations are where the overwhelming majority take place. Figure 3 shows the relative portion of each sector measured in the number of cases and the land area under conflict. The forest and plantation sectors account for approximately 30 percent and 26 percent, respectively, of Indonesia’s total land under conflict.

Similar figures are also found in the Komnas HAM (GoI 2017a) annual report. It states that plantations, forestry, mining, and infrastructure are the main sectors contributing to land
conflicts. The second-largest contributor is the forestry sector, where, according to the same report, conflicts arise from the KLHK unilaterally claiming areas to be forest or conservation areas. However, the sector that accounts for the most conflicts by far is palm oil production. This fast-growing industry makes up a rising share of Indonesia’s GDP and exports. Plantations have spread and multiplied, especially across Sumatra, Kalimantan, and Sulawesi.

Region

The Indonesian provinces experiencing the most land conflicts are Sumatra, Java, and Kalimantan. The KPA (2019) reports that, in 2018, 43.5 percent of cases were in Sumatra, 34 percent in Java, and 12 percent in Kalimantan. The KLHK (GoI 2015) also ranked Sumatra first and reported a significant number of land conflicts between communities and corporations and the government. It found that Kalimantan had the second-highest number of cases, and a significant share occurred between corporations and the government. According to Wulan et al. (2004), the number of land conflict cases related to the forestry industry spiked during decentralization in Indonesia and was concentrated in Kalimantan, Sumatra, and Java.

The Financial and Human Costs of Land Conflicts

The financial cost of these conflicts is astronomical. Currently, land conflicts cause a 29-fold increase in the operational costs of land-based projects (Munden Project 2012). In Indonesia, land conflicts can raise the annual operational and investment cost per hectare by 88 percent and 177 percent, respectively, resulting in indirect costs of US$9 million (Barreiro et al. 2016). For large-scale mining corporations, tenurial issues can cost $20 million per week because of delayed production (Davis and Franks 2014). Seventy-three percent of delayed oil projects are caused by risks associated with resistance from stakeholders and local communities (Hackenbruch and Pluess 2011). However, these costs do not just burden corporations. Following land conflicts, 35 percent of the commodities that were previously free to local communities must now be purchased (Zakaria et al. 2019). Land conflicts can restrict the water supply, forcing households to pay Rp 1.3 million per family per month (Zakaria et al. 2019). They also can force households to work an additional 35 hours per month to make up for lost income (Zakaria et al. 2019). Taking the steps needed to address the root causes of conflicts over land would save money and lives and lift the heavy burden that recurring tensions and clashes over land impose on Indonesians and their government.
The human costs of land conflicts are also significant. The KPA (2015, 2016, 2017, 2018, 2019, 2020, 2021) further reports that, between 2014 and 2020, 1,693 people were arrested without due process (criminalization), 1,275 were victims of harassment, 92 were shot, and 85 were killed (Figure 4). The KPA blames most of this violence on the police, who were behind 21 of these cases. Seventeen cases were perpetrated by people listed as thugs, followed by 11 cases by the army, and 7 by the municipal police. The KPA observes that civilians often view police officers as causing consternation and fear, and they believe they serve as a powerful tool for corporations and the government rather than as neutral mediators of the law. Furthermore, according to Siscawati (2017), conflicts over natural resources often involve gender-based violence, where women and girls are often victims. Poverty caused by agrarian conflicts results in low educational attainment for girls, maintains underage marriage traditions, and increases human trafficking of women and girls.

**Figure 4 | The Total Number of Victims of Criminalization, Harassment, Shootings, and Killings due to Land Conflicts, 2014–2020**

INSTITUTIONAL BARRIERS HAMPERING LAND CONFLICT RESOLUTION

This section discusses our findings, which comprise three levels of institutional barriers: the strategies and institutional framework, the operational framework, and land governance and political will. These barriers significantly impact the operational effectiveness of national government institutions and their attempts to resolve land conflicts.
This section discusses our findings, which comprise three levels of institutional barriers that significantly impact the operational effectiveness of national government institutions and their attempts to resolve land conflicts (Table 3).

### Strategies and Institutional Framework

#### The Lack of Strategic Coherence at the Implementation Level

Administrative approaches to land conflict resolution

There is a fundamental issue on the approach under the current formal institution. Whereas President Joko Widodo’s programs aim to take on structural problems that tilt the playing field in favor of the wealthy and well connected, the institutions tasked with land conflict resolution still heavily rely on the administrative approach. The BPN, the lead referee in land conflicts, as reflected in its minister’s Regulation No. 11 of 2016 on Land Related Cases Resolution, perceives land conflict primarily as an administrative problem requiring an administrative fix only, such as revoking or revising land titles. This narrow view of the problem deflects attention from a host of factors and forces that drive conflict and need to be addressed.

As Li (2007) notes, administrative solutions gloss over structural problems, such as entrenched inequality and asymmetries in power and influence. In the administrative approach, a license holder may have the right to cultivate the land against community claims. Further, the license holder may have a letter signed by community representatives releasing community rights. Although the license may seem administratively right and legitimate, it may maintain structural conflicts where the community experienced the injustice of not having enough power to reject the license. The Alliance of Indigenous Peoples of the Archipelago (Aliansi Masyarakat Adat Nusantara) says the administrative approach often fails to recognize or defend the adat land rights (Nugraha 2019).

Land conflict involves a complex matrix of crosscutting issues. Multiple factors and actors aiming for expedited superficial solutions could potentially lead to the reemergence of conflict rather than its resolution.

#### Too little, too late

Besides this lack of explicit coherence, the administrative approach also tends to be reactive and ad hoc instead of preventive, mitigating, and systemic. Instead of stopping conflicts or preventing them from escalating, Reinjani (2018) finds that these interventions occur when

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>LEVEL</th>
<th>INSTITUTIONAL BARRIER</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Strategies and institutional framework | • Utilization of administrative, reactive, and ad hoc approaches to land conflict resolution  
• A complex and scattered set of institutions are unable to coordinate to resolve conflicts effectively |
| Operational framework | • Absence of operational guidelines that operationalize social justice in land conflict resolution and supports cross-institutional coordination  
• Land and land conflict data and information systems that are inaccurate, not unified, and unofficial  
• Lack of skilled and trained workers to comprehensively resolve land conflicts and lack of funding |
| Land governance and political will | • Rampant corruption, conflict of interest, and weak law enforcement can trigger and worsen land conflicts and hamper their resolution.  
• Lack of strong political will and support from the nation’s top leaders to push for institutional reform |

Source: WRI authors.
conflict erupts into violence that creates real and substantial damage. For the most part, anticipating or managing conflict is seldom a concern when licenses are granted. Government records and documents illustrate how heading off conflict has not been a priority. In 2015, under the nuanced social forestry agenda, the KLHK established a new Directorate General of Social Forestry and Environment Partnership (Direktorat Jenderal Perhutanan Sosial dan Kemitraan Lingkungan; Ditjen PSKL), which focuses on work in the Social Forestry Program. Under Ditjen PSKL, a directorate is specifically tasked with handling tenurial conflict in forest areas and customary forests (Direktorat Pengaduan Konflik, Tenurial dan Hutan Adat; PKTHA), but progress has not been satisfactory. Discussions with multiple resource persons indicate that exercising this function has not been a priority for the KLHK.

Government agencies mandated to deal with land conflicts mainly record conflicts reported by the disputants. As part of the One Map Initiative, it is only recently that the government has begun trying to detect overlapping land claims that could lead to open conflict. However, this more proactive approach has not yet included all land rights or licenses; for example, it excludes plantation (including oil palm) licenses and potential claims by communities often off the official maps. Mitigating the costs of overlapping land permits, mostly born by local communities (Johnson 2015), would require a change in long-entrenched habits and perspectives. However, in the long run, a reactive approach is less cost-effective than a preventive approach (Brown and Keating 2015).

Too permissive

The overall reactive, administrative, and case-by-case approach creates opportunities for private companies to grab land, setting off conflicts with communities that were there first. This situation can be seen in the conflicts involving the oil palm business. As demand for the oil accelerated, land grabbing in Indonesia's plantation industry caused more conflicts, such as when 632 communities clashed with oil palm operators in 2016 because the communities had not been consulted before the industry's expansion (IRIN News 2010). Even in a context where the private sector is willing to change its practices, Johnson (2015) observes that the government appears neither enthusiastic about nor committed to
cracking down on the roots of land conflicts. This attitude has created space for other risks to grow, including the involvement of more opaque firms that have less incentive to follow necessary regulations or adhere to standards. Li (2007, 267) argues that initiatives to prevent and mitigate conflict that only focus on dealing with local communities and warring parties on the ground will be futile unless they also address the underlying factors that enable overlapping permits and land grabbing.

Complex and Scattered Institutional Arrangements

For the president’s initiative and various institutions to work effectively, they need to overcome barriers to coordination between disparate government policies and institutions. Synchronizing land-use maps would have represented a significant step towards seriously addressing land conflict. However, it has yet to work well because it is not well integrated with other president-led policies, including the Social Forestry and Agrarian Reform Programs. The BPN, which is charged with resolving land conflicts, has not aligned its policies and practices with the principles enshrined in the Agrarian Reform and Social Forestry Programs. Indeed, it often appears to work at cross-purposes with them.

The breakdown

This situation is caused by a complex and scattered institutional arrangement. Land conflicts are divided by sectors. The KLHK and the BPN handle complaints and claims regarding land rights or uses in forest areas and nonforest areas, respectively. The KLHK is also in charge of conflicts related to environmental services such as access to clean water and air. In plantation areas, the Ministry of Agriculture (Kementerian Pertanian; Kementan) has the authority to facilitate conflict resolution.

Further, conflicts are delineated based on severity. The Coordinating Ministry for Political, Legal, and Security Affairs (Kementerian Koordinator Bidang Politik, Hukum, dan Keamanan; Kemenko Polhukam) and the Ministry of Home Affairs (Kementerian Dalam Negeri; Kemendagri) can manage land conflict once the conflict evolves into a social conflict where physical clashes between groups of people during certain periods affect national instability and disintegration. In cases of open conflict involving violence and security risks, the National Armed Forces (Tentara Nasional Indonesia) and the National Police (Kepolisian Negara Republik Indonesia) have the authority to secure the situation. When conflicts could lead to social disintegration that might affect national stability and hamper development, Kemendagri and the Ministry of Defense (Kementerian Pertahanan; Kemenhan) can become involved.
Kemendagri has the authority to manage conflicts by coordinating and synchronizing the functions of local governments or authorities, and Kemenhan protects national security.

Beyond ministries, state auxiliary bodies have the authority to resolve conflicts and grievances, including those related to land. Komnas HAM and the Ombudsman each have authority related to land conflict resolution. Komnas HAM monitors and mediates conflicts that have human rights implications. In contrast, the Ombudsman has the authority to monitor effective public services provided by government institutions or agencies and remedy grievances related to the delivery of public services that could be resolved through mediation and reconciliation. However, the decision-making power of both agencies is limited to publishing findings and providing recommendations. Therefore, it is up to relevant stakeholders and agencies to adopt or follow through on them.

The drawbacks of divided authority

Thus, authority over land uses and land conflicts is divided among ad hoc institutions and several ministries and agencies (see Table 4). This scattered authority thwarts any coherent approach to conflict resolution. Our research and conversations with experts and practitioners point to a welter of contending policies, regulations, and approaches and a host of problems. The challenge of resolving land conflicts in Indonesia is not an absence of apparent authority. On the contrary, the problem is that many institutions have mandates and authorities that are narrowly delineated along sectoral lines. As we have characterized in previous sections, the causes and expression of land conflicts rarely fall under the purview of a single government agency and very often straddle many. So, by necessity, they require coordination among government agencies at all stages of their evolution, from conflict prevention to sustainable conflict resolution. However, the narrow delineation of authorities makes coordination challenging.

Furthermore, although various sectors and levels of government are expected to coordinate their work, they lack any clear incentive to do this. Thus, even if authorities and regulations were better harmonized, the lack of incentives guarantees that coordination will fail. The task of interdepartmental collaboration is considered cumbersome and time-consuming, without delivering any specific institutional benefits because performance evaluations neither require nor reward it. This behavior impedes collaboration, not only between ministries and agencies, as Nugraha (2018) reports, but also within them. Where authority over land conflict resolution is divided between several directorates or units (see Appendix A), turf wars thwart coordination. Without incentives, institutions are unwilling to shoulder the burden of coordination or expend the political capital necessary to secure support from other institutions.
The lack of clarity inherent in this complex institutional constellation causes confusion among disputants. They may not know which authority is competent and responsible for resolving a conflict or where any incident should be reported. This situation can exacerbate tensions and further reduce trust towards the system (Gumilang 2016). Having a transparent and credible channel for conflict resolution could minimize grievances and the risk of conflicts (Gumilang 2016).

Efforts to encourage institutions to work together

The Indonesian government has tried to address this. The Management of Social Conflict Act No. 7 of 2012 attempts to bridge the divides between government bodies. Its ostensible aim is to foster more integrated conflict resolution by developing cross-sectoral institutions for social conflict resolution. Although this law is not specifically about land conflicts, it recognizes natural resources as one of the sources of social conflicts. However, it can only be applied very narrowly. It is restricted specifically to cases of ongoing and violent social conflict defined as a feud or physical clash between two or more groups with widespread impacts that may result in reduced security and lead to social disintegration on a scale that could threaten national stability and hamper development. These exacting criteria mean that its regulations exclude all conflicts that do not meet these thresholds, and so this legislation offers only relatively limited benefits for resolving land conflict.

Government bodies created more recently to implement land reforms and address conflict seek to harmonize efforts as well. The One Map Policy tasked the Coordinating Ministry for Economic Affairs (Kementerian Koordinator Bidang Perekonomian; Kemenko Perekonomian) with aligning the work of relevant ministries and government agencies. Presidential Regulation No. 88 of 2017 on the Land Tenure Settlement in the Forest Areas established an ad hoc institution chairied by Kemenko Perekonomian to coordinate work across sectors. Presidential Regulation No. 86 of 2018 on Agrarian Reform established another ad hoc institution authorizing Kemenko Perekonomian to coordinate relevant institutions at the national and local level. Additionally, Presidential Instruction No. 2 of 2018 regarding the PTSL initiative also involved numerous related ministries and government agencies at the national and local government levels. Furthermore, the President’s Executive Office (Kantor Staf Presiden; KSP) established the Team for Accelerating Agrarian Conflict Resolution in 2017.

Although they seek to bolster coordination, these ad hoc institutions established by the presidential regulations and policies face an uphill battle. This is true of the One Map Policy, the Land Tenure Settlement in the Forest Areas Program (Penyelesaian Penguasaan Tanah dalam Kawasan Hutan; PPTKH), the PTSL initiative, and the Team for Accelerating Agrarian Conflict Resolution. Our research found that the implementation of these laws and regulations still tends to take place in silos and lacks effective coordination. For example, by the end of 2019, the One Map Policy was still far from delivering one synchronized map. This is probably due to the persistent deadlocks in Indonesia’s forestry policy cycle, which are caused by officials making empty or severely limited decisions (Sahide et al. 2018). The KSP appears to be the most powerful coordinator among the various institutions. However, a vast number of priorities within the president’s agenda compete for the office’s resources, including land conflict resolution. Although well-intentioned, the establishment of these ad hoc institutions adds more bodies to the already complex and crowded institutional patchwork of Indonesian land governance (Table 4). President Joko Widodo’s initiatives aimed to integrate strategies at all levels to promote collaboration, not in shaping policy but in implementing it on the ground. But coordination has proved elusive, partly because new ad hoc institutions run up against institutions wedded to the status quo, accustomed to working in silos and seeing problems through their own tunnel vision (Table 4).
### Table 4 | The Distribution of Authorities over Land Conflict Resolution

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Conflicts Dimensions</th>
<th>Required Authority</th>
<th>Conflict Dimensions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Forest Management and Tenurial Conflicts</td>
<td>KLHK</td>
<td>KLHK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conflicts on Land Rights</td>
<td>KLHK</td>
<td>BPN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plantation Business Disruption</td>
<td>Kemenhan</td>
<td>KLHK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Agrarian Disputes and Conflicts</td>
<td>KLHK</td>
<td>BPN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Overlapping Spatial Plans and/or Land Use Maps</td>
<td>KLHK</td>
<td>BPN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Social Conflicts</td>
<td>KLHK</td>
<td>BPN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conflicts with Wide Scale Physical Violence</td>
<td>KLHK</td>
<td>BPN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maladministration by Authorities Related to Land Conflicts</td>
<td>KLHK</td>
<td>BPN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conflicts That Contain Human Right Violations</td>
<td>KLHK</td>
<td>BPN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Environmental Conflicts</td>
<td>KLHK</td>
<td>BPN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Regional Border Disputes</td>
<td>KLHK</td>
<td>BPN</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Source:** WRI authors.

**Notes:**
- **KLHK:** Kementerian Lingkungan Hidup dan Kehutanan (Ministry of Environment and Forestry)
- **BPN:** National Land Agency
- **Kemenhan:** Kementerian Pertahanan (Ministry of Defense)
- **Kemenko Perkonomian:** Kementerian Koordinator Bidang Perkonomian (Coordinating Ministry for Economic Affairs)
- **Kemenko Polhukam:** Kementerian Koordinator Bidang Politik, Hukum, dan Keamanan (Coordinating Ministry for Political, Legal, and Security Affairs)
- **Kementan:** Kementerian Pertanian (Ministry of Agriculture)
- **Kementerian: Kementerian:** Various other government ministries
- **One Map Policy Team:** The Ad Hoc Team established by the Presidential Regulation on the One Map Policy
- **Police:** Police or the Indonesian National Police
- **Military:** Military or the Indonesian Armed Forces
- **Ombudsman:** Ombudsman

**Diagram Notes:**
- **KLHK:** Kementerian Lingkungan Hidup dan Kehutanan (Ministry of Environment and Forestry)
- **BPN:** National Land Agency
- **Kemenhan:** Kementerian Pertahanan (Ministry of Defense)
- **Kemenko Perkonomian:** Kementerian Koordinator Bidang Perkonomian (Coordinating Ministry for Economic Affairs)
- **Kemenko Polhukam:** Kementerian Koordinator Bidang Politik, Hukum, dan Keamanan (Coordinating Ministry for Political, Legal, and Security Affairs)
- **Kementan:** Kementerian Pertanian (Ministry of Agriculture)
- **One Map Policy:** The Ad Hoc Team established by the Presidential Regulation on the One Map Policy
- **Police:** Police or the Indonesian National Police
- **Military:** Military or the Indonesian Armed Forces
- **Ombudsman:** Ombudsman

**Source:** WRI authors.
Operational Framework

A lack of operational guidelines

An absence of operational guidelines for comprehensive resolution

Existing guidance is largely restricted to administrative considerations. It provides little or no guidance on resolving disputes in ways that prioritize fairness, respond to demands for social justice, or confront underlying structural problems such as inequality. The necessary guidelines are absent in regulations, job duties, and just day-to-day procedures. We find that the lack of guidelines makes it difficult for frontline government workers to resolve conflicts because it is unclear which steps or decisions would be considered “correct” to bring about fair resolutions that address social justice and structural problems.

Interviews point specifically to a lack of guidelines to operationalize values of social justice within the conflict resolution process. This includes guidance on how to address disagreements over indigenous rights. Many resource persons say weak and vulnerable stakeholders find it difficult or impossible to access national-level government institutions that often hold the keys to resolving conflicts. Some say that asymmetrical power between various stakeholders leaves local communities at a severe disadvantage. In disputes over land, they often face the steepest hurdles in collecting the necessary documentation to claim their land rights.

An absence of operational guidelines for cross-institutional coordination.

No procedures have been laid out to direct agencies on how to coordinate with one another. The ad hoc institutions that are supposed to foster coordination, such as the One Map Policy, the PPTKH, and the Agrarian Reform Program, were not equipped with an operational mechanism demarcating how each ministry or agency ought to exercise its authority or collaborate to resolve conflicts. The Social Conflict Law No. 7 of 2012, which attempted to foster cross-sectoral collaboration to resolve conflicts (after the cessation of violence), similarly remains bereft of operational
The 2014 joint regulation stipulates that the business process relies heavily on decisions made by ad hoc teams assigned to inventory tenure, ownership, and utilization of forest land. The formation of such teams also relies on the willingness of the local government to cooperate and the ability of relevant communities to forward a claim. There are no operational mechanisms that address either a local government’s lack of political will to seek resolution or a local community’s lack of capacity to forward a sufficient claim. Further, guidance on how ad hoc teams should analyze and form their recommendations is scant. The teams are instructed only to analyze juridical and physical data in spatial and textual forms and to use these to draw one of these three possible recommendations: to enforce and recognize rights over the land, to proceed under the Agrarian Reform Program, or to delineate the land as a community forest. The lack of guidelines outlining how these recommendations should be considered, as well as the limited number of possible recommendations, reveals an inflexible approach towards conflict resolution, which may well not apply to the particularities of conflicts.

This absence of clear and coherent operational guidelines can leave officials and institutions overwhelmed when a conflict breaks out, and even less likely to be able to resolve it.

**Poor land information and conflict data systems**

The 2011 One Map Policy showed the government’s seriousness about solving these problems. It marked Indonesia’s first effort to consolidate national land usage maps using a common geo-referencing system (Srinivas et al. 2015). Until that point, Indonesia lacked a complete geo-referenced inventory of land parcels in either forest or nonforest areas. Several nongovernmental organizations, such as the KPA, have collected and regularly published data on land conflicts. Still, Indonesia remains without a unified, complete system for collecting data on land conflicts.

**Land data is not unified**

The difficulty of verifying and merging information presents an obstacle to creating a unified data set. Different agencies each hold various pieces of the puzzle that the government needs to put together to get a full picture of the land it oversees. But these agencies use different maps and refuse to acknowledge the maps of...

---

**BOX 1 | OPERATIONAL PROBLEMS WITH THE 2014 JOINT REGULATION**

The 2014 joint regulation stipulates that the business process relies heavily on decisions made by ad hoc teams assigned to inventory tenure, ownership, and utilization of forest land. The formation of such teams also relies on the willingness of the local government to cooperate and the ability of relevant communities to forward a claim. There are no operational mechanisms that address either a local government’s lack of political will to seek resolution or a local community’s lack of capacity to forward a sufficient claim. Further, guidance on how ad hoc teams should analyze and form their recommendations is scant. The teams are instructed only to analyze juridical and physical data in spatial and textual forms and to use these to draw one of these three possible recommendations: to enforce and recognize rights over the land, to proceed under the Agrarian Reform Program, or to delineate the land as a community forest. The lack of guidelines outlining how these recommendations should be considered, as well as the limited number of possible recommendations, reveals an inflexible approach towards conflict resolution, which may well not apply to the particularities of conflicts.

Source: Muhajir 2015.
other agencies. As an example, the BPN and the KLHK still use different map resolutions (different levels of accuracy and granularity), which can obscure borders between forest and nonforest areas. The World Bank (2018a) finds that Indonesia’s lack of an integrated land database complicates the management of land and natural resources by generating conflicting decisions. Indeed, the absence of publicly available unified data directly contributes to the emergence and escalation of land conflicts, especially those involving private companies and local communities (Yuliawati 2017). The absence of comprehensive, accurate data creates fundamental challenges to efficiently managing conflicts (GoI 2017b). This means that the very nature and pattern of Indonesia’s land conflicts remain poorly understood, even by policymakers.

Data is not transparent

Lastly, the data is not accessible to the public. CSOs and experts are not demanding complete transparency, but they want some of the data to be open for the public to access, such as a summary of cases, where they are located, their types, and how they were adjudicated. The lack of transparent official data creates ambiguity, ignites conflicts, fuels distrust between the government and CSOs, and makes disagreements between various stakeholders difficult to resolve. For example, when the government and CSOs disagree over land conflict data, each has sought to refute the other’s findings, and this has hampered effective collaboration. Figure 5 shows the sharp divergence between data on land conflicts from different government sources and the KPA.

A Lack of Institutional Capacity to Deal with Land Conflicts

Lack of necessary tools

Limited institutional capacity is recognized as a ubiquitous problem. Many agencies that oversee land conflicts lack the necessary tools to conduct proper conflict assessments or aid in conflict resolution. Based on conversations with our resource persons, we found that one government office receives more than 5,000 complaints per year, which far exceeds the capabilities of its personnel and funding. These officials are required to follow their institution’s technical guidelines, which are, once again, limited in their scope and oriented towards fulfilling administrative duties or reacting to problems on the ground.

A lack of skilled workers

The government lacks full-time qualified mediators, relying instead on outsourcing this role to experts on a case-by-case basis. The PKTHA’s Independent Team of Tenurial Conflict-Handling in Forest Areas, for example, consists of an academician, a certified mediator,
and a government worker who are called upon only when the need arises. The outer regions of Indonesia struggle even more in creating these teams and are often forced to rely on data from the Geospatial Information Agency rather than visiting sites and gathering information themselves. All of this is made worse by the system of rotating civil servants between government offices that thins the ranks of dedicated staff rich in hands-on experience.

A culture of pessimism is prevalent

Furthermore, government officials suggest that there is little or no incentive to innovate. The current performance review system and reporting mechanisms provide no incentive for officials to resolve conflicts, even within their institutional jurisdiction, especially if this would mean stretching the boundaries of their individual administrative responsibilities. In addition, officials responsible for addressing land conflicts often express pessimism at the prospect of doing this successfully. Although the sheer magnitude and complexity of these disputes can indeed be overwhelming, it is clear that the inadequate tools and resources they are given contribute to this sense of futility.

A lack of funding

The budget for conflict resolution is relatively small and is spread among institutions that have little or no incentive to pool resources. The state budgeting cycle is another hurdle. Our resource persons shared that resolving conflicts can take many years, whereas money is currently only budgeted on an annual basis, making it hard to plan and budget in advance for ongoing work. Existing resources, whether from the state budget or external sources, could be consolidated and stretched. But this rarely happens, and it appears that even a $200 million loan from the World Bank (2018b) to accelerate agrarian reform has not yet delivered useful resources for conflict resolution. Although increasing budgets would assist conflict resolution, operational inefficiency wastes precious resources. For example, ad hoc teams are costly to form and lack proper resources and a coherent strategy to holistically handle conflicts. This prevents members from passing on knowledge or tackling thorny problems.

Land Governance and Political Will

The Plague of Corruption

Corruption and land conflicts

In Indonesia and elsewhere, corruption is often crippling efforts to govern land fairly and efficiently. Globally, 1 out of every 10 people reported paying bribes when dealing with common land issues (Riaño et al. 2009). Riaño et al. (2009) reveal that countries where land corruption is a major challenge have weaker economies, lower levels of development, and poorer crop yields. Pyman et al. (2014) also suggest that corruption hobbles governance and fuels conflicts, including conflicts over natural resources and land. It does this by weakening the tenure system, subverting sound land management, and undermining protections for community rights and access to land. Moreover, corruption often results in ineffective and unequal development, which further increases grievances and leads to more conflicts.

When land governance becomes mired in corruption, it can spawn conflicts on the ground (KPA 2015, 8). It can strip officials of the power to determine lawfully and justly who gets permits and how conflicts get resolved. Affected communities, realizing they have limited space and say in the system, can react violently. The government, in turn, often resorts to state violence to try to deal with land conflicts, which further marginalizes local communities and exacerbates grievances (Susan 2015). Thus, it is imperative to address corruption before it cripples effective conflict resolution and corrodes trust in the system.

Corrupt land-use and management practices

Findings by Moeliono (2011) show that many decisions regarding land use and management in Indonesia happen behind closed doors. Vote buying and money politics remain widespread (Gecko Project and Mongabay 2017a, 2018b, 2019b). Indonesia ranks 89th out of 180 in the 2018 Corruption Index and receives a low score of 38 out of 100 (Transparency International 2019). Indonesia’s relatively narrow legal definition of corruption creates gray areas and loopholes that can be exploited. For example, it is not technically illegal for government officials to issue permits to their family members through shell companies. Practices such as these mean that land governance in Indonesia is riven with
cronyism and corrupt practices (Keefer 2002). The government is often swayed by economic and political elites, aided and abetted by scant accountability and endemic corruption, who benefit from the current system. Thus, in the last decade, a number of local government officials, including at least four governors, four mayors, and two heads of local agencies, have been convicted of corruption related to land-use licenses. Overlapping and unclear land planning and regulations open up loopholes or cracks that incentivize corrupt practices. Risalah (2020) reported that the Corruption Eradication Commission (Komisi Pemberantasan Korupsi; KPK) stated that unclear spatial plans lay out the red carpet for corruption, especially corruption in permit granting.

Regulatory capture sidelines the public interest

Regulatory capture is also a problem. This is the case when regulatory authorities issue regulations for the benefit of certain people instead of for the public interest (Greenpeace et al. 2019). Some actors wield money and connections to influence the way laws and regulations are drafted and implemented. They apply pressure through bribery, insider trading, and political influence. As a result, the regulatory process will tend to cater exclusively to certain groups that share similar interests. They draw public officials into a kind of tunnel vision where only their own interests and perspectives within the sector are visible or important. This can result in overlapping, excessive, and unjust regulations that enrich them at the expense of vulnerable groups (Muhajir et al. 2020; Box 2).

Conflicts of Interest within Government Agencies

Under current institutional arrangements, the very same authorities tasked with resolving land conflicts are the ones that may have helped cause them in the first place. They may have done this by shaping policies, denying or recognizing rights, allocating licenses, or even by removing communities from state-owned land. During an FGD, numerous participants wondered whether institutions that issue land rights or licenses should adjudicate disputes over them. They recounted how the BPN and the KLHK may dismiss challenges against their own decisions or designations. This means that when adat communities complain that their lands have been improperly incorporated into state forests, they have to appeal to the very agency that had made those decisions in the first place. Fear of retribution can create another type of conflict of interest. Government officials voiced the concern that they could face retaliation or even criminal charges if they do exercise their authority to resolve land conflicts fairly. If they interfere with the interests of powerful people, they said, they could be accused of maladministration. Thus, under these arrangements, there is a significant risk of a severe conflict of interest for the authorities ostensibly responsible for resolving land conflicts.

Weak Law Enforcement

Another persistent problem is the failure to enforce the rules or deal with noncompliant licenses. Corruption leads to noncompliant licenses on the ground. For example, according to Nugraha and Jong (2019), the Audit Board of Indonesia has found that oil palm companies that operate without required land rights or outside the permit areas encroach on protected or conservation zones and fail to comply with the licensees’ obligations to develop community-based plantations. Similarly, in the mining sector,
an evaluation led by the Ministry of Energy and Mineral Resources found 4,276 mining licenses that were not clean and clear (out of 10,432), posing legal problems (Tresya et al. 2019). This phenomenon has resulted in demands for greater enforcement of noncompliant licenses to promote justice and equity, especially for those whose land conflicted with the noncompliant licenses.

Land Reform and Conflict Resolution Require Political Will

Key institutional challenges to resolving land conflicts stem from a bureaucratic culture that is often counterproductive, fractious, and ill-equipped to address intractable structural problems. Bureaucracies may have manpower and expertise, but they cannot be relied on to reform themselves. Bureaucracies perform best when institutions that are accountable through elections provide them with the impetus, specific goals, adequate resources, and sufficient autonomy to solve problems (Meier 1997). Bureaucratic shortcomings often result from deficiencies in one of these factors. Thus, they are not solely symptomatic of administrative failures but are instead the consequences of political decisions. Also, bureaucrats have neither the capacity nor the incentive to make decisions that are inherently fraught and political. Political legitimacy and administrative capacity are both required, and a lack of one or the other can give rise to contradictory objectives, ineffectiveness, and abuses of power.

In Indonesia, the chief shortcomings of land administration systems stem from divided authority and conflicting priorities. Harmonizing and aligning institutions and approaches will require strong political will carried by strong leadership (Burns 2007). This leadership and political will also needs to reach those who interpret and enforce laws and regulations. The government officials whom we interviewed say they need guidance and support from the ministers in charge, especially to resolve conflicts linked to structural problems such as those between communities and state-owned corporations. Resolving land conflicts requires legitimate leadership to mobilize institutions at both the national and local level to collaborate effectively under a coherent strategy. Leadership is vital to build political support for investing in the institutional capacity to resolve conflicts. This includes providing adequate budgeting and necessary incentives to change bureaucratic culture. Legitimate, robust leadership is essential to galvanize efforts to tackle the root causes of land conflicts, including ensuring that requisite and coherent legislation and processes are in place (Srinivas et al. 2015).
CONCLUSION

Findings discussed in this report indicate that though the government’s initiatives are greatly appreciated, more efforts are needed to overcome institutional barriers. The institutional barriers are likely to block any meaningful progress in resolving land conflicts in Indonesia if left unaddressed. This section presents a few areas of further research and development based on the findings.
We applaud the Indonesian government’s recognition of the depth and breadth of the problem of land conflicts. Its various initiatives, including the One Map Policy, the PPTKH, and the Agrarian Reform Program, are necessary steps forward. However, this report has shown the need for further action to tackle institutional cracks that have provided fertile ground for land conflicts and have stymied efforts to resolve them.

This report finds that despite all the initiatives and programs devised at the national level to resolve land conflicts, the overall response remains reactive, uncoordinated, and not well equipped to deal with their root causes. Scattered authority and complex institutions have left the government without a coherent strategy to address the socioeconomic vulnerabilities that fuel conflicts. Poor, ill-defined operational mechanisms; unskilled workers; inadequate data; insufficient budgets; corruption; and conflicts of interest exacerbate these problems. Political will from top leaders is needed to break down institutional barriers, habits, and biases.

Areas for Further Research and Development
This report focuses specifically on key institutional barriers to resolving conflicts and identifies several important and relevant areas that require further research and development.

Building political will and support for governance reform
Implementing the sweeping reforms needed to resolve land conflicts will take political will and legitimacy. Our research reveals that the institutional barriers to resolving land conflicts are quite structural, entrenched, and interwoven. Small fixes will not be adequate. Tackling the source of these conflicts will be difficult because it will mean redirecting national and subnational institutions in the face of resistance and opposition. That requires effective leadership from the president. Further research is required to answer the following questions: What forms must this political will and support take? Where will it come from? Where might it be building, and how can it be harnessed to effectively address the challenges of unclear strategy, poor coordination, and inadequate capacity?

Development of a coherent conflict resolution strategy with built-in coordination mechanisms
Reforms to improve land conflict resolution must begin with a coherent long- and medium-term national plan—a strategy that mitigates conflict and addresses its root causes. It must shift from reactive to systematic approaches. Further research is required to identify the high-priority issues and values that must shape this strategy and enable it to garner collaboration and buy-in from relevant institutions and stakeholders. They must jointly develop performance targets, provide sufficient incentives, and develop more flexible budget and resource-planning schedules. Ultimately, further research is needed to develop strategies and mechanisms for monitoring and evaluation. This plan needs to have teeth to take on the momentous challenges and structural problems that have persisted over many decades and have fueled countless land conflicts.

Land conflict resolution at the subnational level
Due to decentralization, subnational government bodies play an integral role in land management and governance. As such, they are essential to conflict resolution. However, this report has yet to explore the current conditions faced by these subnational government bodies and how they intersect with the national ones. It is important to examine how the issues highlighted in this report impact the subnational government bodies. Their unique problems may require special attention. Most importantly, for effective land reform, especially in land conflict resolution, strategies must include coordination and capacity building for subnational government bodies. How these strategies can be formulated requires further exploration.
Development of an integrated land conflict data management system

An integrated land conflict data management system is vital. Without it, Indonesia will struggle to resolve land conflicts and gain a clearer understanding of the structural problems underlying these conflicts. An integrated land administration data set is also necessary for effective conflict resolution and mitigation at the national level. This should include geospatial information on the allocation, rights, and uses of land. The Indonesian government will need to determine how it can integrate geospatial data, collected under the One Map Policy, with nongeospatial land databases that are currently spread among relevant institutions. A more important question is how to encourage more data-driven decision-making processes and transparency, allowing the public to understand the basis of government decisions and plans. We must also investigate how data and technology can nurture necessary innovations for conflict resolution.

Leveraging and consolidating resources

Further research is required to help the government strategically consolidate its resources and address the lack of resources faced by many institutions. This study could begin by examining which processes could be streamlined and synergized with other activities and which are redundant and inefficient. Innovative financing strategies such as the Village Fund should be examined to address current financial limitations, as should opportunities to utilize existing resources and provide data related to land conflicts, including the National Socioeconomic Survey and the Village Potential Inventory. Further research can help build the capacity and train the workforce needed to resolve conflicts by mapping the necessary skills and expertise required and developing strategies to teach them. Ultimately, greater access to resources must be paired with mechanisms that improve the effectiveness of conflict resolution (CRU 2019). Important subjects to investigate include what forms of models, practices, and standards can be scaled.

Creating robust safeguards to mitigate conflicts of interest and corruption

Combating corruption is a vital prerequisite for effectively resolving conflicts, but how can a system be developed to provide sufficient accountability throughout the process? Safeguards such as a whistleblower system and complaint-handling mechanism need to be explored. An interesting idea is to invite the KPK to play a greater role in the land conflict resolution process. Other issues of good governance, such as transparency and public participation, will also need to be considered when developing these safeguards.

Ideally, systematically addressing land conflicts would entail reforming land governance. However, we understand that this will be a massive undertaking that will most likely happen incrementally. Thus, we hope the government and land reformers will use this report as a path forward.
## APPENDIX A. DISTRIBUTION MAPPING OF LAND-RELATED RESOLUTION AUTHORITIES

This section summarizes the regulations that provide authorities for the listed institutions (see also Appendix B).

### The KLHK

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Scope of conflict</th>
<th>Membership in ad hoc teams</th>
<th>Units</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>• Forest management and tenurial conflicts</td>
<td>• One Map Policy Acceleration Team</td>
<td>Directorate General of Social Forestry and Environment Partnerships</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Overlapping spatial plans and/or land-use maps</td>
<td>• PPTKH Acceleration and Implementation Team</td>
<td>Setting norms, standards, procedures, and criteria (NSPC); monitoring; evaluating; coordinating; delivering technical support; and supervising social forestry, tenure, adat forests (<em>Hutan adat</em>), and environmental partnership</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• National Agrarian Reform Team</td>
<td>Facilitating conflict resolution of forestry, tenure, and adat forest management and environmental partnerships through negotiation, mediation, advocacy, and community assistance</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### The BPN

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Scope of conflict</th>
<th>Membership in ad hoc teams</th>
<th>Units</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>• Land rights conflicts</td>
<td>• One Map Policy Acceleration Team</td>
<td>Directorate General of Agrarian Dispute Resolution, Utilization, Space, and Land</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Agrarian disputes and conflicts</td>
<td>• PPTKH Acceleration and Implementation Team</td>
<td>Setting NSPC, monitoring, evaluating, coordinating, delivering technical support, and supervising agrarian/land rights/land use in nonforest area conflicts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Overlapping spatial plans and/or land-use maps</td>
<td>• National Agrarian Reform Team and the head of the National Agrarian Reform Task Force; the Regional Land Agency is the operational chief of the Provincial Agrarian Reform Task Force; the district/city-level Land Agency is the operational chief of the district/city Agrarian Reform Task Force</td>
<td>Facilitating resolution of land-related conflicts through mediation and making administrative decisions, which include the following:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Lead authority of the PTSL initiative</td>
<td>o Granting or canceling land rights and/or certificates that are issued by the Regional Land Agency or minister and/or in certain types of disputes or conflicts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>o Revoking land rights</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>o Granting or canceling unused/abandoned lands</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>o Data amendment on certificates, measuring letters, land books, and/or other general lists</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>o Notification that there are no administrative errors</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Regional Land Agency Facilitating the settlement of agrarian disputes and land-related conflicts through mediation and making administrative decisions, which include the following: |

- Granting or canceling land rights issued by the Land Agency or the Regional Land Agency regarding implementation of court orders
- Data amendment on certificates, measuring letters, land books, and/or other general lists
### Gaining Ground: Institutional Barriers Hampering Land Conflict Resolution in Indonesia

#### Kemendagri

| **Scope of conflict** | • Social conflicts  
• Regional border disputes |
|-----------------------|--------------------------------------------------|
| **Membership in ad hoc teams** | • One Map Policy Acceleration Team and the vice head of the Implementation Team  
• PPTKH Acceleration and Implementation Team  
• National Agrarian Reform Team |
| **Units** | **Scope of authorities related to land conflict resolution** |
| **Directorate General of Politics and Public Administration** | • Facilitating the settlement of social conflicts  
• Evaluating, monitoring, and supervising social conflict management  
• Coordinating the facilitation of social conflict mitigation |
| **Directorate General of Regional Administration Development** | • Monitoring, evaluating, coordinating, delivering technical support, and supervising regional border disputes  
• Facilitating the settlement of regional border disputes |

#### Kementan

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Scope of conflict</strong></th>
<th>• Conflicts that disrupt plantation businesses</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Membership in ad hoc teams</strong></td>
<td>• National Agrarian Reform Team and the National Agrarian Reform Task Force</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Units</strong></td>
<td><strong>Scope of authorities related to Land Conflict Resolution</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Directorate General of Plantations</strong></td>
<td>Developing a conflict resolution framework in plantation areas and facilitating conflict resolution concerning the protection of plantation business</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### Kemenko Perekonomian

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Scope of conflict</strong></th>
<th>Indirect</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| **Membership in ad hoc teams** | • Head of the One Map Policy Acceleration Team and the secretary of the Implementation Team  
• Head of the PPTKH Acceleration Team and the head and the secretary of the Implementation Team  
• Head of the National Agrarian Reform Team and the vice head of the National Agrarian Reform Task Force |
| **Units** | **Scope of authorities related to land conflict resolution** |
| **Coordinator Deputy of Energy, Natural Resources, and Environmental Management** | • Coordinating and synchronizing policymaking and its implementation under several land-related authorities concerning energy, natural resources, and environmental management, including the KLHK, the BPN, and Kementan  
• Controlling policy implementation under these authorities  
• Under Presidential Regulation No. 88 of 2017 on the Land Tenure Settlement in the Forest Areas, this deputy is mandated to be the head of the Implementation Team of the Acceleration Team of the PPTKH; however, Presidential Regulation No. 37 of 2020 on the Coordinating Ministry for Economic Affairs eliminates this deputy |
| **Coordinator Deputy of Infrastructure, Acceleration, and Territorial Development** | • Coordinating and synchronizing policymaking and its implementation under several land-related authorities concerning infrastructure and territorial development, including the KLHK, the BPN, and Kementan  
• Controlling the policy implementation under these land authorities  
• Under Presidential Regulation No. 88 of 2017 on the Land Tenure Settlement in the Forest Areas, this deputy is mandated to be the head of the Implementation Team of the Acceleration Team of the PPTKH. However, Presidential Regulation No. 37 of 2020 on the Coordinating Ministry of Economic Affairs eliminates this deputy |
| **Kemenhan** | **Scope of conflict** | Social conflicts |
| **Scope of authorities related to land conflict resolution** | • Delivering administrative support and making recommendations to the president relating to the deployment of the national military to mitigate a national-scale conflict |
| **Kemenko Polhukam** | **Scope of conflict** | Social conflicts |
| **Scope of authorities related to land conflict resolution** | Coordinating and synchronizing the formulation and implementation of policy on social conflict resolution |
| **The KSP** | **Scope of conflict** | Forest management and tenurial conflicts; rights conflicts |
| **Membership in ad hoc teams** | • Vice secretary of the One Map Policy Acceleration Team |
| **Scope of authorities related to land conflict resolution** | • Controlling national priority programs to ensure its conformity with the president’s visions and missions |
| **Ombudsman** | **Scope of conflict** | Indirect |
| **Units** | **Scope of authorities related to land conflict resolution** | Overseeing the implementation of public services by authorities, including those that are related to conflict resolution; it has the power to conduct investigations into issues of maladministration—either on its own initiative or in response to reports submitted by the public; in these latter cases, the Ombudsman has the power to facilitate mediation and conciliation between parties; as a result, the Ombudsman may issue a report containing its findings and make recommendations to the president, the House of Representatives, and related institutional leaders |

---

Kemenhan

**Scope of conflict**
- Social conflicts

**Scope of authorities related to land conflict resolution**
- Delivering administrative support and making recommendations to the president relating to the deployment of the national military to mitigate a national-scale conflict
- Monitoring and evaluating the implementation of social conflict mitigation

Kemenko Polhukam

**Scope of conflict**
- Social conflicts

**Scope of authorities related to land conflict resolution**
- Coordinating and synchronizing the formulation and implementation of policy on social conflict resolution

The KSP

**Scope of conflict**
- Forest management and tenurial conflicts; rights conflicts

**Membership in ad hoc teams**
- Vice secretary of the One Map Policy Acceleration Team
- PPTKH Implementation Team
- National Agrarian Reform Task Force

**Scope of authorities related to land conflict resolution**
- Controlling national priority programs to ensure its conformity with the president’s visions and missions
- Delivering assistance to accelerate the implementation of national priority programs and strategic issues
- Setting problems in national priority programs if it has encountered obstacles within its implementation
- Monitoring and evaluating the implementation of national priority programs and strategic issues
- Providing data analysis and strategic information in decision-making
- Other tasks, as instructed by the president
- For certain cases, it can establish special teams or task forces across relevant ministries and/or institutions
- Basically, the power of the KSP depends on whether conflict resolution is set as a national priority program and/or direct instruction from the president
- In these cases, the KSP established the Team for Accelerating the Agrarian Conflict Resolution in 2017 that is mandated to o receive complaints;
  o analyze cases; and
  o organize coordination meetings and provide recommendations for resolving agrarian conflicts

Ombudsman

**Scope of conflict**
- Indirect

**Units**
- **Scope of authorities related to land conflict resolution**
  - Overseeing the implementation of public services by authorities, including those that are related to conflict resolution; it has the power to conduct investigations into issues of maladministration—either on its own initiative or in response to reports submitted by the public; in these latter cases, the Ombudsman has the power to facilitate mediation and conciliation between parties; as a result, the Ombudsman may issue a report containing its findings and make recommendations to the president, the House of Representatives, and related institutional leaders
## Komnas HAM

**Scope of conflict**  
Conflicts that contain human rights violations

**Scope of authorities related to land conflict resolution**

Conducting research, capacity building, monitoring, and facilitating mediation for enforcing human rights in Indonesia; Komnas HAM also has the power to investigate any case involving serious human rights violations; in such cases, Komnas HAM may form an ad hoc team that includes CSO representatives to focus on investigating the case; as a result, Komnas HAM may issue a report that includes findings and recommendations for government ministries and the House of Representatives; in the context of land-related conflict resolution, Komnas HAM may exercise its power to address human rights violations in conflict.

## Indonesian National Police

**Scope of conflict**  
- Social conflicts  
- Conflicts with wide-scale physical violence

**Membership in ad hoc teams**

National Agrarian Reform Team

**Scope of authorities related to land conflict resolution**

Quelling rioting/physical violence in a conflict situation and coordinating with the Indonesian National Armed Forces for military assistance when necessary.

## Indonesian National Armed Forces

**Scope of conflict**  
- Social conflicts  
- Conflicts with wide-scale physical violence

**Membership in ad hoc teams**

National Agrarian Reform Team

**Scope of authorities related to land conflict resolution**

Deploying military assistance to quell widespread violence in a conflict situation.

## Ad hoc teams established by the Presidential Regulation on the One Map Policy

**Scope of conflict**

Overlapping maps of spatial plans and/or land use

**Teams**

**Scope of authorities related to land conflict resolution**

- Monitoring, evaluating, and implementing the acceleration of the One Map Policy, including synchronizing overlapping maps
- Conducting the strategic coordination needed to accelerate the implementation of the One Map Policy
- Establishing policies to resolve any obstacles to the One Map Policy
- Setting the framework for the Implementation Team following the objectives of the acceleration of the One Map Policy
- Reporting to the president

**Acceleration Team of the One Map Policy**

- Assisting the Acceleration Team in conducting technical coordination, monitoring, and evaluation of the implementation of the action plan for accelerating the One Map Policy
- Assisting the Acceleration Team in establishing measures and policies to resolve problems and technical obstacles to accelerate the One Map Policy
- Assisting the Acceleration Team in establishing priority measures and actions as well as data-sharing mechanisms within map-holding institutions

**Implementation Team of the One Map Policy**

- Providing support, technical-operational services, and administrative services for the Acceleration Team and the Implementation Team, including the following:
  - Inventorizing and compiling map databases under related institutions
  - Integrating the maps under one standard
  - Synchronizing overlapping maps
  - Providing recommendations on resolving problems related to synchronization
  - Developing resolution systems for overlapping maps
  - Supporting technical coordination between related institutions

**Secretariat of the Acceleration Team**

Providing support, technical-operational services, and administrative services for the Acceleration Team and the Implementation Team, including the following:

- Inventorizing and compiling map databases under related institutions
- Integrating the maps under one standard
- Synchronizing overlapping maps
- Providing recommendations on resolving problems related to synchronization
- Developing resolution systems for overlapping maps
- Supporting technical coordination between related institutions
### Ad hoc teams established by the BPN to implement the Presidential Instruction on PTSL

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Units</th>
<th>Scope of authorities related to land conflict resolution</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Adjudication Committee | • Developing a scheme of work for the execution of PTSL  
| | • Collecting and verifying data and evidence for landownership or claims  
| | • Facilitating dispute resolution between conflicting parties over land  
| | • Validating data and evidence as to the basis for granting rights and rights registration  
| | • Supervising task implementation and the results of the task forces  |
| Task Force for Physical Data | Assisting the Adjudication Committee in collecting and verifying physical data, including mapping land plots  |
| Task Force for Juridical Data | Assisting the Adjudication Committee in collecting and verifying juridical data, including following up on objections from third parties  |
| Task Force for Administration | Assisting the secretary of the Adjudication Committee with administrative tasks  |

### Ad hoc teams established by the Presidential Regulation on the Land Tenure Settlement in the Forest Areas

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Teams</th>
<th>Scope of authorities related to land conflict resolution</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| PPTKH Acceleration Team | • Coordinating, synchronizing, monitoring, and controlling the implementation of land tenure settlements in forest areas  
| | • Establishing measures and policies to resolve problems and obstacles in the implementation of land tenure settlements in forest areas  
| | • Determining the maximum land area that is permissible for a settlement in forest areas  
| | • Establishing resettlement mechanisms  
| | • Budgeting facilitation  
| | • Reporting to the president  |
| PPTKH Implementation Team | • Technical coordination for the implementation of land tenure settlements in forest areas  
| | • Developing measures required to implement tenure settlements in forest areas  
| | • Assisting the Acceleration Team in the implementation of supervision and control over the land tenure settlements in forest areas  
| | • Developing problem-solving recommendations for the implementation of land tenure settlements in forest areas and delivering these recommendations to the Acceleration Team  |
| PPTKH Inventory and Verification Team (at the provincial level) | • Collecting requested inventories and verification submitted collectively through mayors  
| | • Collecting on-the-ground data  
| | • Analyzing physical and juridical data in forest areas as well as analyzing environmental issues  
| | • Developing and delivering recommendations to governors  |
### Ad hoc teams established by the Presidential Regulation on Agrarian Reform

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Units</th>
<th>Scope of authorities related to land conflict resolution</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>National Agrarian Reform Team</strong></td>
<td>• Establishing policies and plans for agrarian reform</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Coordinating and resolving obstacles in the implementation of agrarian reform</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Supervising the implementation of agrarian reform and reporting to the president</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>National Agrarian Reform Task Force</strong></td>
<td>• Coordinating, facilitating, and integrating the implementation of agrarian reform at the national level</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Coordinating and facilitating the settlement of agrarian disputes and conflicts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Monitoring task implementation by provincial task forces and district/city task forces</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Reporting the results of agrarian reform to the National Agrarian Reform Team</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Provincial Agrarian Reform Task Force</strong></td>
<td>• Coordinating, facilitating, and integrating the implementation of agrarian reform at the provincial level</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Coordinating and facilitating the settlement of agrarian disputes and conflicts at the provincial level</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Strengthening the capacity of agrarian reform at the provincial level</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Monitoring task implementation by district/city task forces</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Reporting the results of agrarian reform to the National Agrarian Reform Task Force</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Regency/City Agrarian Reform Task Force</strong></td>
<td>• Implementing agrarian reform</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Strengthening the capacity of agrarian reform at the district/city level</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Coordinating and facilitating the settlement of agrarian disputes and conflicts at the district/city level</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Monitoring task implementation of land redistribution and legalization</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Reporting the results of agrarian reform to the Provincial Agrarian Reform Task Force</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Scope of conflict**: Agrarian disputes and conflicts
APPENDIX B. LIST OF LAWS AND REGULATIONS

The Constitution and Laws
1. 1945 Constitution of Indonesia
2. Basic Agrarian Law No. 5 of 1960
3. Basic Forestry Law No. 5 of 1967
4. Basic Mining Law No. 11 of 1967
5. Abolishment of Land Reform Court Law No. 7 of 1970
6. Human Rights Law No. 39 of 1999
7. Forestry Law No. 41 of 1999
8. Oil and Gas Law No. 22 of 2001
10. Regional Administration Law No. 32 of 2004
11. National Armed Forces of Indonesia Law No. 34 of 2004
12. Spatial Planning Law No. 26 of 2007
13. Coastal Area and Small Islands Law No. 27 of 2007
15. Mineral and Coal Mining Law No. 4 of 2009
16. Horticulture Law No. 13 of 2010
17. Land Procurement for Public Interest Construction Law No. 2 of 2012
18. Social Conflict Law No. 7 of 2012
19. Law No. 1 of 2014 on the Amendment of Law No. 27 of 2007 on Coastal Area and Small Islands
20. Geothermal Energy Law No. 21 of 2014
21. Regional Administration Law No. 23 of 2014
22. Plantation Law No. 39 of 2014

Government and Presidential Regulations
1. Government Regulation No. 24 of 1997 on Land Registration
2. Government Regulation No. 22 of 2010 on Mining Areas
3. Presidential Regulation No. 11 of 2015 on Ministry of Home Affairs
4. Presidential Regulation No. 16 of 2015 on Ministry of Environment and Forestry
5. Presidential Regulation No. 45 of 2015 on Ministry of Agriculture
6. Presidential Regulation No. 43 of 2015 on Coordinating Ministry for Political, Legal, and Security of Indonesia
7. Presidential Regulation No. 8 of 2015 on Coordinating Ministry for Economic Affairs
9. Presidential Regulation No. 9 of 2016 on the Acceleration of the One Map Policy
10. Presidential Regulation No. 88 of 2017 on the Land Tenure Settlement in the Forest Areas
11. Presidential Regulation No. 86 of 2018 on Agrarian Reform

Ministerial Regulations
1. Ministry of Home Affairs Regulation No. 18 of 2015 on Organization and Working Procedures (as Amended for the Last Time by Ministry of Home Affairs Regulation No. 8 of 2018)
7. Ministry of Agrarian and Spatial Planning /National Land Agency Regulation No. 17 of 2019 on Location Permit

Other Regulations
1. Head of President’s Executive Office Decree No. 9 of 2017 on the Establishment of the Agrarian Conflict Resolution Acceleration Team
ABBREVIATIONS

BAL Basic Agrarian Law
BPN Kementerian Agraria dan Tata Ruang/Badan Pertanahan Nasional (Ministry of Agrarian and Spatial Planning/National Land Agency)
CSO civil society organization
Ditjen PSKL Direktorat Jenderal Perhutanan Sosial dan Kemitraan Lingkungan (Directorate General of Social Forestry and Environment Partnership)
FGD focus group discussion
Kemendagri Kementerian Dalam Negeri (Ministry of Home Affairs)
Kemenhan Kementerian Pertahanan (Ministry of Defense)
Kemenko Perekonomian Kementerian Koordinator Bidang Perekonomian (Coordinating Ministry for Economic Affairs)
Kemenko Polhukam Kementerian Koordinator Bidang Politik, Hukum, dan Keamanan (Coordinating Ministry for Political, Legal, and Security Affairs)
Kementan Kementerian Pertanian (Ministry of Agriculture)
KLHK Kementerian Lingkungan Hidup dan Kehutanan (Ministry of Environment and Forestry)
Komnas HAM Komisi Nasional Hak Asasi Manusia (National Commission on Human Rights)
KPA Konsorlsum Pembaruan Agraria
KPK Komisi Pemberantasan Korupsi (Corruption Eradication Commission)
KSP Kantor Staf Presiden (President’s Executive Office)
NSPC norms, standards, procedures, and criteria
PKTHA Direktorat Pengaduan Konflik, Tenurial dan Hutan Adat (Directorate of Tenurial and Adat Forest Conflict Complaints)
PTSL Pendaftaran Tanah Sistematis Lengkap (Complete Systematic Registration of Land)

ENDNOTES

1. During this period, foreigners were subject to a civil code that was modeled on the Western tenurial system, and various adat, or customary laws, were applied to Indonesians. This continued even after independence, with the result that less than 5 percent of land was registered and titled, leaving the rest untitled but recognized under various semiformal tenurial arrangements. See MacAndrews (1986, 19–20) for further information.

2. Suharto and his allies benefited from weak tenure systems. The ownership was used for economic advancement and political survival, and there was growing pressure for more secure land titles.

3. For additional information, see the consideration section of Law No. 7 of 1970 on the Abolition of the Land Reform Court.

4. At the end of November 2020, the BPN replaced this regulation with the new minister’s Regulation No. 21 of 2020. This regulation was not reviewed by this paper because it was issued after this paper had passed its peer review process.

5. Social conflict is legally defined as a feud or physical clash that involves violence between two or more groups of people or communities that lasts for a certain period and has a widespread impact that may result in diminishing security and lead to social disintegration that will, in turn, affect national stability and hamper development.

6. At the end of November 2020, the BPN replaced this regulation with the new minister’s Regulation No. 21 of 2020. This regulation was not reviewed by this paper because it was issued after this paper had passed its peer review process.

7. See also UN DESA (2005, 40, 106).
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